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W
hen the best-selling book

Do What You Love, the

Money Will Follow was

being written, author Marsha Sinetar

would have done well to interview

Gene Zdunowski to tell his story about

his wiring harness business called YnZ’s

Yesterday’s Parts.

Zdunowski epitomizes Sinetar’s mes-

sage of encouraging people to do work

they really enjoy.He takes great pleasure

in his company making harnesses for

vehicles from the early 1900s to the mid-

1970s that are being restored.

“I am a car nut who has been fortu-

nate enough to put together a business

that I can make my living from,”

Zdunowski said. “I love the car restora-

tion hobby. It has given me a good life,

and I have met so many wonderful peo-

ple.

“With the business, I feel we are con-

tributing to antique automobile history.

The world has a love affair with the

automobile, so there’s a lot heritage to

preserve,” Zdunowski said. “We want to

be there for the tens of thousands of

hobbyists and provide a service that

they couldn’t get anywhere else.”

Zdunowski is restoring his 13th car –

a 1968 Jaguar E-Type. His first restora-

tion was a 1911 Stanley Steamer, and in

between have been four Chevrolets,

three Porsches, 1929 Hudson, 1949

Cadillac and 1954 Bentley.

The business, which Zdunowski, 63,

owns and operates with his wife Donna

in Redlands, Calif., in the Los Angeles

metropolitan area, was started in 1969

after he exhibited his 1928 Chevrolet at

an Antique Automobile Club of America

show. A judge, who was impressed by

the wiring harness in Zdunowski’s car,

wanted a harness made for his vehicle.
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YnZ employee building a new harness for a 1946 Dodge 1/2 Ton pickup har-
ness.

By Joe Tito
Wiring Harness News

_________________________________

W
e all recall vividly the sum-

mer of 2008, when we

arrived at the gas pump

horrified to see prices well over $4.00

per gallon. Wire harness manufacturers

reacted in much the same way when

copper prices soared over $4.00 per

pound. Randy Sumner, Innovation Man-

ager for Wiring and Cable at Delphi Cor-

poration, recalls both. That’s when dis-

cussion ensued to analyze the removal

of copper from automotive wiring sys-

tems where possible.The benefits would

be twofold: Delphi could get commodi-

ty prices under control, and mass could

be reduced. Mass reduction was part of

the pressure being brought by auto man-

ufacturers to improve overall fuel effi-

ciency. With much lighter aluminum at

around $1.40 per pound, the two most

suitable replacements for copper wire

were aluminum and copper-clad alu-

minum. Delphi engineers began to

study the use of both.

Copper-clad aluminum is a compos-

ite wire consisting of an aluminum core

clad with ETP Copper, and is about 1/3

the weight of regular copper. Even

though the material is 90% aluminum,

the wire has high frequency electrical

properties similar to solid copper. At

first, Sumner indicated, copper-clad alu-

minum seemed the most logical replace-
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Quality standards are getting

tougher each year. In these

difficult times, wire harness

manufacturers are looking to expand

business in their existing markets and

are looking for new markets.The follow-

ing article will compare and contrast the

current quality standards that are most

commonly used today. I will review

proper measurement techniques, dis-

cuss some trends in crimp quality, and

address methods to improve efficiency

in quality data collection.

It goes without saying that manufac-

turing companies want top notch quali-

ty at the lowest possible price. All too

often, they demand higher quality at the

same or lower price.There are so many

standards to adhere to and each manu-

facturer might have different require-

ments. Not only do we need to keep

track of the numerous standards in the

US but now that US companies are bid-

ding for European jobs, we need to

understand the European standards as

well. Keeping all of the specifications

straight and understanding all of the dif-

ferences is increasingly difficult. We’ve

also experienced situations where man-

ufacturing companies had differences of

opinion on what their own internal stan-
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A
t the recent Wire Processing

Technology Expo in Milwau-

kee WI, Tyco Electronics

Global Application Tooling Division pro-

moted a drawing, for a Premium 500

Poker Set. All attendees who signed up

for our e-blast were entered in the draw-

ing and were eligible to win.

Following the show, a name was cho-

sen at random from all entries and a

name was drawn as the lucky winner.

This years winner of the Tyco Elec-

tronics Premium 500 Piece Poker Set is

Timothy King, of King Associates Ltd,

located Lancaster PA. Congratulations

Timothy and enjoy your poker set.

In addition we want to thank every-

one who visited our booth and for sup-

porting Tyco Electronics Global Applica-

tion Tooling Division.

For more information or to sign up

for our e-blast visit tooling.tycoelectron-

ics.com

Tyco Electronics Announces
Winner of its Premium 500
Piece Poker Set
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By Paul Hogendoorn
__________________________________

T
here is a simple formula for

realizing your dreams – for

making dreams come true.

While some people seem to have the

Midas touch, others seem stuck in per-

petual dream land. It’s true that some-

times the difference may be timing or

luck, but more often than not, the differ-

ence is within the control of the dream-

er. It’s a matter of formula.

Here’s my formula for converting

dreams to realities:

Dreams + Imagination = Possibilities

Possibilities + Determination = 
Probability

Probability + Planning = Realization  

It’s a formula I have followed nearly

my whole life – in business and with

personal objectives as well. Everything

starts with dreams.

It doesn’t matter what company you

are working for right now – a big one, a

small one, a new one,or an old one,your

own or somebody else’s – at some point,

it was just somebody’s dream that was

converted into a reality. Most companies

continue to identify their dreams to

keep all the stakeholders on the same

page; it’s called “their vision”.

Possibilities, or better put, opportuni-

ties, are every company’s biggest asset.

No opportunities means no future.

Opportunities are what you need when

facing life threatening challenges, or

when looking to grow the company

beyond normal organic growth. When

things are going well and the order

books are full, the tendency is to keep

focusing on what’s working well. But

when the order book starts to shrink,

and the future starts to look a little dim-
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mer, that’s when the company needs to

draw from a healthy inventory of possi-

bilities.Possibilities are created by apply-

ing imagination to the vision.

Converting a possibility into a proba-

bility takes a determined and tenacious

effort. Some might think that planning is

the next big step, but no, it’s determina-

tion. Nearly every new idea is met with

resistance, skepticism, doubt and some-

times even opposition. All the planning

in the world can’t plan away those

things.When it’s a new idea that no one

else has thought of before, one common

reaction is that if it was such a good

idea, somebody would have already

done it.Another reaction often is that it

can’t be done for the simple reason that

nobody has found a way to do it. Some

form of proof or base level of perform-

ance is needed, and that will take a

determined effort.Think of it this way: if

it was obvious and easy, others would

already be doing it. Because they are not

though, indicates that it was neither

obvious, nor easy.Thomas Edison report-

edly failed a thousand times before final-

ly creating the light bulb. Determination

is the main ingredient required to con-

vert the possibility into a probability.

Planning is also important. Planning

provides a roadmap that keeps you from

covering the same ground again and

again, or from failing to stay the course

and try out all the possibilities that you

intended to. It provides an order and

method from which to effectively apply

your efforts. It is also the discipline that

keeps you from blindly spending all of

your resources, or from failing to con-

vert your achievements into positive

commercial gains. Because imagination

and determination by themselves know

no boundaries, good planning is needed

to make sure you don’t go broke pursu-

ing a dream you don’t achieve, or to

make sure you profit properly from it if

you do.

Of the four ingredients listed though,

imagination and determination are the

two most critical for companies today.

The dreams are already captured by the

company’s vision, and effective planning

skills are something that can be taught,

learned, hired or acquired. But imagina-

tion and determination are the unquan-

tifiable intangibles needed for success;

they can’t be measured, inventoried,

mandated, bought or sold.And for imag-

ination to be effective, it almost always

requires determination. Imagination

without determination seldom yields

any positive results. Neither does sheer

determination without any real imagina-

tion.

In today’s industrial and manufactur-

ing world, most of the emphasis is on

refining and improving the processes,
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Waytek Now Offering 70 Amp Relay 

Waytek, Inc., a distributor of electrical
supplies introduces a new 70 amp relay 
to their expanding line of relays and
switches.

The new heavy duty 70 amp power
relay protects vehicle accessories from
power surges and short circuits. It is a 
4-pin relay with single pole, single throw
configuration, and rated for 12 volt 
circuits. Manufactured by Hella, this new
relay is used for the ignition switch, air
heater, power winch, sun roof, and more. 

Relays, connectors, and a variety of
automotive wire products are available at
www.waytekwire.com

Waytek’s Customer Service Representa-
tives are available by phone at 800-328-
2724 Monday through Friday from 7:30am
until 6:00pm central time.

With over 6,000 products in stock,
Waytek’s extensive line includes wire, con-
nectors, relays, switches, cable ties, heat
shrink and many more wiring accessories.

protecting profitability (and even viabil-

ity) in challenging times. It is a bottom

line focus and considers the “realities”of

the business – input costs, labour costs,

competitive situations, and customer

expectations. Growing the business

however is a top line focus and consid-

ers the possibilities of the business – and

possibilities are the result of imagination

and dreams.

Many dreams do become realities,

more often than we often realize, and

the proof of this is all around us.All com-

panies that were ever started, including

the one you are working for, started sim-

ply as somebody’s dream. With imagina-

tion, dreams become possibilities. With

determination, possibilities become

probabilities. And with good planning,

probabilities can become realities.

Paul Hogendoorn is president and

cofounder or OES, Inc. of London,

Ontario, and currently serves as chair of

the London Region Manufacturing

Council. He can be reached at phogen-

doorn@oes-inc.com
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ment. Each strand was coated with cop-

per so it “looked and acted like copper”,

and existing terminals could be used.

The more Sumner and his team

researched, however, the less attractive

copper-clad aluminum became. “You

still had the presence of copper”, so the

cost saving and weight benefits were

minimal. They reasoned that “if you are

going to do this, it’s best to leap frog past

copper-clad and go straight to aluminum

or aluminum alloy.” Thus is the path Del-

phi has chosen.

Randy Sumner hearkened back to his

early days at Delphi (then Packard Elec-

tric), during the 1980’s, when they pro-

duced some aluminum wire assemblies

for GM. These were solid core as

opposed to stranded. They were relegat-

ed to long, straight runs where flexibili-

ty was not an issue, such as harness

assemblies for taillights. Copper became

more attractive, and after about a

decade, these products went away.

Since then, applications for aluminum

have typically been large gauge stranded

wire and limited to power applications.

The first hurdles Delphi had to over-

come with the use aluminum in wiring

systems were flexibility and conductivi-

ty. Due to the softness of the material,

solid core aluminum was excluded.Even

with stranded aluminum, the soft indi-

vidual strands need special processing.

Aluminum has about 60% the conductiv-

ity of copper so Sumner indicates the

need to upsize the wire “one to two, but

typically one” wire gauge size from cop-

per. The larger size means the size of the

packaging is now critical, he adds.

So what are the specific applications

for aluminum wire at Delphi? Sumner

says that as long as you can account for

the difference in conductivity, and

where physical space allows,“just about

anywhere copper is used.” With that

general criterion, Sumner did inform

that Delphi has limited the size to .75

mm sq.,“so anything from about 18 AWG

up to battery cables is a good fit.” Due to

the physical strength of the material,

Delphi has determined anything smaller

than that to be too fragile. A rough rule

of thumb,Sumner indicated, is that using

aluminum wire eliminates about 50% of

the mass compared to copper, so “the
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biggest bang for the buck is to start with

the larger sizes.”

Processing

Because of its physical properties,

there are some differences in processing

aluminum. Since Delphi is a manufactur-

er of the raw cable they use,Sumner was

able to provide detail from that point. As

previously stated, the individual strands

are smaller and softer and require spe-

cial handling during production. The

raw stranded aluminum must undergo a

special annealing process to harden the

material. Whether cutting the final prod-

uct at the manufacturer or at the wire

harness facility, the operator must be

aware of the tendency of aluminum to

gall, or smear on the blades, due to the

relative softness of the material.This can

require more frequent maintenance to

clean cutting blades, or, as in the case at

Delphi, can mean developing materials

to resist the galling effect.

When stripping aluminum wire, extra

care must be taken to avoid individual

strand cutting or nicking. This is due in

large part to the lower conductivity of

the material. Randy Sumner indicated at

Delphi, an allotment of up to 10% for

damaged strands is typical for copper.

This would need to be more strictly con-

trolled when stripping aluminum so

there is no greater signal loss than that

inherent to the material itself.

Another consideration is wire “strip-

pability”, or the ease of which a slug of

insulation can be removed from a length

of wire. Rob Boyd, Crimping Product

Manager for Schleuniger USA, sites that

because of the softness of aluminum,the

jacketing material pulls off with greater

friction during stripping,and allowances

must be made for this.

Dave Kelly, Chairman of SAE AE-8C2

Standards Committee on Terminating

Devices and Tooling, and Standards and

Industry Liaison for Daniels Manufactur-

ing Corporation (DMC); added much to

the more complicated discussion of

crimping aluminum wire. He indicates

that proper crimping is more difficult

with aluminum because of such factors

as aluminum creep (relaxation through

thermal cycling) and softness. Although

Dave’s expertise lies mostly with aero-

space applications, the dynamics are

essentially the same. “When crimping

copper” Dave says, “on average, you

reduce the cross sectional area of the

total metal content by 20%.” Compress-

ing copper beyond this level, he indi-

cates, will make the material work hard-
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can pull from a Gaylord!
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• Adjustable Cutting Speed from 1” - 30” per 
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en and crack. Aluminum has a higher

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)

than copper. Because of the higher CTE,

the aluminum contracts faster than the

dissimilar terminal material when the

temperature drops. The resulting creep

or relaxation of the material through

thermal cycling “requires a greater

reduction of the cross sectional area

when crimping – typically by 40% or

more”, Dave says. The result is a much

higher crimp force to compact the core

and make a connection that will per-

form well and have sufficient duty life.

“Fortunately the material is soft and cold

flows better than copper” Dave con-

cludes.

According to both Dave Kelly and

Randy Sumner, some of relaxation

through thermal cycling is unavoidable

and leaves the door open for galvanic

corrosion. For this reason, Sumner

explains, the terminal and wire junction

must be sealed. There are a couple of

ways of achieving this, he notes. One of

them is some type of conformal coating

or molding covering the wire/terminal

junction.There could also be some mate-

rial inside the connector that would seal

the junction, he adds. “Whoever comes

up with the most innovative solution for

sealing these junctions” will have the

competitive advantage, Sumner says.

The goal, he continues, is to do this at

high speed without a secondary opera-

tion.

It might seem logical to develop a

new aluminum or alloy terminal to

address the problem with crimping dis-

similar metals. “Great complexity and

cost is added when designing a new ter-

minal” replies Sumner “and this would

defeat any of the cost savings.” Delphi

has made some alterations to the inside

of existing terminals “to dig into the alu-

minum” in attempts to address the prob-

lems with softness and relaxation. Sum-

ner reiterates, though, that sealing the

terminals is the key challenge in the suc-

cessful use of aluminum wiring.

The bottom line is that Delphi views

aluminum wire as a cost effective light-

weight alternative to traditional copper

core cable with a possible weight reduc-

tion between 4 to 10 pounds per vehi-

cle. According to a 2009 Delphi press

release, Delphi Aluminum Cable will

meet regulatory requirements including

ISO-6722 (primary cable focus), LV112-2

(battery cable focus), and USCAR-23 (for

cable).There is a great upside benefit in

transitioning to aluminum wire, Sumner

sums.“That is why effort is being made

and investment is being put forth by

Delphi and our competitors” to make

sure this is successful.

Photos used in the above article are
courtesy of Delphi Corp.

~WHN July/August 2010~
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With High Powered systems and

unique Torsional welding technology,

SonicSolution Systems-S3 has expanded

the metal welding spectrum, facilitating

the joining of various materials, sizes,

and geometries previously outside the

capabilities of Ultrasonic Metal Welding.

Founded   in Newton, Massachusetts,

and managed by Saeed Mogadam, Sonic-

Solution Systems has facilities located in

suburban Detroit as well as operations

in Mexico.

Saeed Mogadam is the co-founder and

former president of STAPLA Ultrasonics.

His involvement in ultrasonic metal

welding technology started with his ear-

lier years at Delphi Packard, followed by

23 years at the helm of STAPLA Ultrason-

ics Corporation.

SonicSolution Systems is a company

rooted in technological advances and is

guided by the pioneers of the Ultrasonic
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Metal Welding process. It is established

in cooperation and close collaboration

with TELSONIC, a Swiss based company.

The team at S3 has extensive experi-

ence in the field of Ultrasonic Metal

Welding, serving various industries for

several decades all across Americas.

Our close relationship with TELSONIC

in the United States and the rest of the

world ensures the highest standard of

global support for all of our customers

–TELSONIC and SonicSolution Systems.

With state of the art laboratories at the

headquarters located in Newton, Massa-

chusetts as well as Shelby,

Michigan, challenging applica-

tions are thoroughly evaluated

and optimum solutions are

determined.

For further information 

contact Saeed Mogadam at smo-

gadam@ultrasonicsolution.com

or info@ultrasonicsolution.com.

Visit www.ultrasonicsolution.

com.
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FORTIS ZD Next-Gen Backplane 
Connector Revolutionizes 
Military and Commercial 
Aerospace Systems

Tyco Electronics, a leading global
provider of electrical components,
connectors, network solutions and
specialty products, unleashed the
future of backplane connectors with
the advanced FORTIS ZD high-speed
backplane connector, designed for
military and commercial aerospace
applications.

As demands on systems for real-
time intelligence intensifies, the
importance of high performance

interconnection becomes critical.
Tyco Electronics set out to design a
new connector system that supports
increasing bandwidth requirements
in a ruggedized format to withstand
the increased shock and vibration
requirements of emerging military
applications.

“The goal was to achieve a system
that combined the seemingly contra-
dictory features of multi-gigabit
speeds and extreme ruggedness,”
said Kevin Rock, president, Aero-
space, Defense & Marine, Tyco Elec-
tronics. “Our development engineer-
ing team has produced an outstand-
ing product that more than met the
challenges set to them – providing a
strong path for the next generation of
electronic systems in harsh environ-
ments.”

Tyco Electronics engineers pro-
vided ruggedization improvements
in the high-speed backplane con-
nector designs by marrying an elec-
trically sophisticated, high-speed
contact leadframe with a robust,
industry-proven separable contact
interface. A metal shell offers an even
higher degree of robustness, both in
the mating interface and the outer
shell of the connector. 

By combining the best features of
commercial high-speed backplane
connectors with proven MIL-SPEC
contacts, the new high performance
FORTIS ZD connector allows data
rates of 10 Gbs+ and is designed to
enable improved communications,
unmatched situational awareness,
and technologically superior com-
mand/ control and training.

For more information and to fol-
low all the latest news on
the FORTIS ZD, visit
www.TheFutureUnleashed.
com and follow us on Twit-
ter @TycoElectronics. 

Robert Henderson Joins
Gem Gravure  Technical
Sales and Service Team

Gem Gravure Co, Inc. is
pleased to announce the
most recent addition to
their staff of technical sales
and service personnel

Robert Henderson brings
15 years of technical back-
ground to the GEM team.
His experience with alpha-
JET ink jet printers began
with their introduction into
the United States.  

His expertise has grown
to cover all aspects of this
exceptional ink jet printing
system.  Robert’s addition to
the organization is particu-
larly welcome with the
launch of the latest alpha-
JET, the evo.

“Robert brings a depth of
knowledge that is appreci-
ated by his customers and
his colleagues.  His ‘can do’
attitude and customer focus
fit in well with the rest of the
GEM organization” states
Mark Kristoff, GEM National
Sales Manager.

Robert will be working
with the current Southeast-
ern team: Cliff Schult, Rich
Weis, Phil Collymore and
Johnny Frederick.  

Please contact Gem
Gravure Co, Inc., 112 School
Street, W Hanover, MA
02339. 

Phone (781) 878-0456 or
on the web at  www.gem-
gravure.com. for Robert
Henderson’s contact infor-
mation or information on
product identification solu-
tions for your business.
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Thermoplastic vs.
Thermoset Wire
and Cable Materials

One of the most beneficial ways of

distinguishing the characteristics of a

wire or cable is to determine if the insu-

lation or jacket material used is a ther-

moset or a thermoplastic.

The two materials have significantly

different properties that influence their

performance in a variety of applications.

Understanding the properties of these

two materials can be invaluable when

selecting an economic product or trying

to help prevent a possible meltdown.

What is a thermoplastic material?

A simple analogy to a thermoplastic

is a chocolate bar.

When a chocolate bar is melted, it has

the ability to take on a new shape as it

cools.

This ability to be molded again and

again is characteristic of thermoplastics.

Thermoplastics are composed of

chains of molecules such as polyethyl-

ene. Each thermoplastic molecule is

composed of many smaller individual

molecules, as seen here in Figure 1.

When heat is applied to the material, the

added energy will allow the bonds

between the molecules to be separated,

causing them to move around like a 

liquid.

What is a thermoset material?

If a chocolate bar is analogous to a

thermoplastic, thermoset materials can
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Thermoplastic Molecular Chains Thermoset Cross-linked Molecule
Figure 2: Thermoplastics vs. Thermoset

_____________________________________________________
In every issue of Wiring Harness News Anixter will bring you 

informative articles about wire and cable technology.

Figure 1: Structure of polyethylene



be described as being similar to a birth-

day cake. Once a cake is baked, it takes

its final shape.

Baking it longer does not increase or

decrease the size of the cake. Ultimately

if enough heat is applied, it will burn,

but not melt like a chocolate bar. This

particular characteristic is why ther-

mosets are useful as durable materials

that do not soften under high heat, such

as car tires or flat roofing membranes.

Technically speaking, thermoset

materials are those that are formed of

basic polymer structures, such as poly-

ethylene, and then cured or vulcanized.

The curing process is what turns the

plastic polymers into thermoset 

materials, which are also known as natu-

ral or synthetic rubber materials. The

curing process can be done many ways,

but the results are virtually the same.The

long, individual polymer chains of the

plastic become cross-linked by smaller

molecules (shown as

smaller red lines in Figure

2). The figure shows the

different molecular struc-

tures of a thermoplastic

and a thermoset.

Note: Because of the

cross-linking required to

make a thermoset, they are

often referred to as cross-

linked materials. In fact,

when you see an “XL” in

front of the abbreviation

for a plastic such as poly-

ethylene (PE), it means

that it has been cross-

linked, not that it is “extra

large.” Such thermoset

materials are called cross-

linked polyethylene or

XLPE.

How do I choose a

material for my 

application?

Knowing that the key

difference between a ther-

moplastic and thermoset is

in the way they respond to

elevated temperatures can

be an important aspect of

which material to choose.

For example, thermoset

materials are often chosen

for circuits that may expe-

rience an overload. This is

because thermoset materi-

als have a reduced likeli-

hood of failure if momen-

tarily operated at the high-

er temperatures that often

accompany an overloaded

conductor. Comparatively,

thermoplastics are often

easier to strip, which

makes them easier to

process on automated

equipment for large vol-

ume applications.

There are other consid-

erations when choosing

between thermoplastic

and thermoset materials.

Even though it is not true

in every case.

Table 1 lists some general characteris-

tics of the two material types and their

implications to users.

The variety of materials available to

modern wire and cable manufacturers is

immense. This results in a wide range of

properties within each material type.

The table is a generalized summary that

does not apply to every material. It is

important to understand how the prop-

erties impact the performance of the

product in the intended application.

Generally speaking, within a given mate-

rial type, the old adage, “You get what

you pay for,” still applies.

For further information visit Anixter

website at www.anixter.com.
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Table 1 Material Characteristics_______________________________________________________________________

Characteristic Thermoplastic Thermoset How it affects the product
_______________________________________________________________________
High temperature Poor Excellent Increases survivability during 
mechanical to good emergencies or normal usage at
performance high temperature_______________________________________________________________________
Coefficient of Very low Moderate Affects pulling tension, wire
friction to moderate to very high processing and tactile feel _______________________________________________________________________
Elongation Poor Good to Measure of stretch before breaking,

to good excellent encountered during installation,
processing, and flexing_______________________________________________________________________

Tensile strength Poor to Poor to Wide range in both material types,
excellent excellent impacts durability and stripability_______________________________________________________________________

Colorability Good to Poor to Affects identification, especially in 
excellent excellent low-light conditions_______________________________________________________________________

Heat deformation Poor Good to Impacts material durability when 
to good excellent operating at elevated temperatures_______________________________________________________________________

Cold temperature Poor to Good to Affects storage, handling,
compatibility excellent excellent installation and usage in cold 

environments, including 
air shipment



Alpha Wire Prescribes Wire 
and Cable for Pharmaceutical
Equipment

Alpha Wire is proud to announce
the unveiling of its pharmaceutical
equipment wire and cable product
offering. With pharmaceutical pro-
cessing equipment becoming more
automated and precise, multi-func-
tional cable components are essen-
tial. 

Alpha Wire’s pharmaceutical pro-
cessing wire and cable increases
your equipment’s capability and reli-

ability in conditions ranging from
cleanrooms to the factory floor. With
a full solution set, Alpha Wire solves
the problems of signal interference,
continuous flexing applications, and
complex drive systems.

“As the pharmaceutical industry
grows, the manufacturing demands
have kept pace,” states Mike Dugar,
Director of Marketing at Alpha Wire.
“Component failure can halt an entire
production process, causing backo-
rders and possibly the scrapping of
an entire production run. Not only
are our products designed for maxi-
mum reliability, our short lead times
ensure that you won’t have to wait for
your order.”

In addition to custom cable for
unique designs, Alpha Wire is proud

to offer the following established
products for pharmaceutical equip-
ment:

Industrial Series V VFD Cable for
variable-frequency drives particularly
de-signed for extended duty cycles
typical in mixing and conveying.

Industrial Series SF Flexible Servo
Cable designed specifically
for multi-axis mixing sys-
tems, resolver and encoder
feedback, dynamic braking
systems on conveyors, and
other servo motor-driven
applications.

Flexible Motor Supply
Cable features a premium
PVC jacket for oil resistance
in an MTW-rated cable for
any motor-driven compo-
nent system requiring flexi-
bility and tight clearances.

Xtra-Guard® 1 Perfor-
mance Cable has a specially
formulated PVC jacket that
prevents heat build-up for
unstoppable reliability in a
communication and control
cable.

Industrial Series XM Flex-
ible Control Cable for con-
tinuous flexibility in pro-
cessing equipment control
systems and tray-rated
applications.

For additional informa-
tion, contact Alpha Wire at
800-52-ALPHA (522-5742)
or visit www.alphawire.
com.

Acquisition Expands
ASG's Product Offering
and Increases Workforce
in Cleveland by 35%

ASG, a division of Jer-
gens, Inc., a leading manu-
facturer of standard tooling
and specialty fastener prod-
ucts, announced they have
acquired all of the assets of
MicroTorq LLC of Traverse
City, MI. MicroTorq, a manu-
facturer of precision electric
fastener systems, including
their industry standard
transducerized screwdriver
system. Terms of the acqui-
sition were not disclosed.

Bryon Shafer, General
Manager for ASG said “This
acquisition transforms our
business in Cleveland, OH
and makes us a comprehen-
sive engineering, design,
R&D and manufacturing
facility, with a focus on DC
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Offers the Cutting Edge of Wire Processing
Ultimate Miniaturization & Downsizing of Wire Processors

Cut and Strip Machines
C301 16-40 AWG

C370 10-32 AWG

C371 8-28 AWG

C373 4-28 AWG

C375 7-28 AWG

C377 3/0-16 AWG

Fully Automatic Machines
(Applicable wire range 12-32 AWG dependent on wire)

C550 Single End Strip x Crimp
C550 SZTS Single End Crimp x Twisting and Tinning
C551 Crimp x Crimp
C555 Seal Insertion & Crimp x Crimp
C556 Single End Seal Insertion with Crimp x Twisting and Tinning
C558 Double End Crimp x Double End Seal Insertion

Ultimate Down Sizing 
and Miniaturizing

C511HXIA-2 DOUBLE END CRIMP
12-32 AWG

PRODUCTION 9,000 PER HOUR

C551HX DOUBLE END CRIMP
18-32 AWG

PRODUCTION 10,000 PER HOUR

Offers the Cutting Edge of Wire Processing
Ultimate Miniaturization & Downsizing of Wire Processors

16601 West Glendale Drive  New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
Phone 262/782-4352     Fax 262/782/6237

www.tritechkodera.com sales@tritechkodera.com

Engineering LLC

New Product Design
Connector Design
Assembly Automation &
Fixtures
Test Equipment
Production Engineering
Custom Design Poducts
Injection Molding Design
CNC Capabilities

James A. Zonka
5140 Country Lane
Saukville, WI 53080

** CCuussttoomm HHaarrnneessss AAsssseemmbbllyy//TTeesstt BBooaarrddss
** CCuussttoomm TTeesstt BBlloocckkss mmaaddee ffoorr aannyy ttyyppee 

ccoonnnneeccttoorr
** SSttaannddaarrdd PPiinn//SSoocckkeett oorr SSpprriinngg CCoonnttaaccttss

Direct (262) 692-2712 
Fax (262) 692-3912

jazonka@powercom.net

www.z-techengineeringllc.com
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electric transducerized precision fas-
tening tools. In addition, the acquisi-
tion enhances our ability to provide
complete fastening solutions to an
increasingly quality conscious cus-
tomer base in the critical / controlled
fastening markets, such as automo-
tive, aerospace and medical assem-
bly industries.”

The revolutionary control system
will be branded as X-PAQ, for its
extreme precision, accuracy and
quality. This product line will be mar-

keted under the newly created ASG
Precision Fastening Group. ASG will
provide full service repair, mainte-
nance and calibration services for all
ASG branded screwdrivers, as well
as all comparable electric transduc-
erized screwdrivers currently in the
field, regardless of where or when
the tool was purchased.

ASG, a division of Jergens, Inc.
specializes in precision assembly
equipment for a wide range of
industries, from light electronics to
heavy industrial applications. To find
out more about ASG comprehensive
product offering, phone
216.486.6163, e-mail jaci.schill@jer-
gensinc.com or visit us online at
www.asg-jergens.com.

Founded in 1942, Jergens, Inc. has
grown into four separate operating

divisions providing engineered solu-
tions, key locking fasteners and
industrial products in North Ameri-
can and throughout the world. Jer-
gens is an ISO 9001:2008 certified
company. For more information,
please contact Jergens, Inc. at Jer-
gens Way, 15700 S. Waterloo Road,
Cleveland, OH 44110-3898. Phone:
216-486-5540 or toll free: 800-537-
4367; Fax: 216-481-6193. On the
Web: www.jergensinc.com. E-mail:
info@jergensinc.com.

New Amphenol NEPTUNE 
Connectors with RADSOK 
Technology Increase Power in
Rugged Environments

Amphenol Industrial, a global
leader in interconnect systems,
recently enhanced its line of NEP-
TUNE connectors designed for the

most demanding power
generation and distribution
environments. The rugged,
high-performance connec-
tors pair an aluminum hous-
ing with Amphenol’s
patented RADSOK contact
technology to provide
increased amperage and
voltage in a compact, light-
weight package.

At 50% smaller in size
and weight than competi-
tive models, the NEPTUNE
series connectors are ideal
for fast and easy intercon-
nections to modular power
equipment in virtually any
modular power application.
Users in both on and off-
shore oil exploration, con-
vention centers, manufac-
turing plants, production
platforms and communica-
tion shelters as well as those
using portable power
equipment and geophysical
trucks and skids can benefit
from these safe, depend-
able power interconnects.

Amphenol’s new IP68-8-
rated connectors, which
feature a dielectric strength
of 1,800 volts, are available
with plugs and receptacles
from 30 amps through 400
amps at 600 volts. The inter-
connects incorporate
Amphenol's patented RAD-
SOK system, an electrical
terminal based on a hyper-
bolic grid configuration that
enables lower insertion
forces than standard con-
tacts, while increasing avail-
able amperage and voltage.

NEPTUNE’s precision
machined aluminum com-
ponents are high-tensile-
strength bar stock, finished
with a hard coating to 40
points on the Rockwell C
scale and are heat resistant
to +750°F. Operating tem-
perature for the connector
is -67°F to +225°F.
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WIRE CODING WIPERS
1/2” & 1” Dia in silicone, foam & felt

Also 1-3/16” Dia gum rubber scrubbers.
For complete list & prices go to

WWW.EICWIPERS.COM
Tel: 619-303-7924
Fax: 619-303-7925

Same Day Shipping Ask for Pete
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John P. Wilson
Business Development Manager

Integrated Electrical Systems
Division, Mentor Graphics Corp___________________________

V
ehicle manufacturers

are faced with many

of the same concerns

that confront other industrial

businesses: reducing design and

manufacturing costs, reducing

lead times, and improving prod-

uct quality. Builders of automo-

biles, appliances, and even apart-

ment buildings have turned to

computerized design tools to get

these challenges under control.

Auto makers have long relied on

mechanical computer-aided

design (MCAD) platforms for

their drive train and body design

projects. More recently, solutions

for harness design have emerged

to solve the burgeoning problem

of electrical and wiring system

complexity.

In the harness engineering

department, general-purpose

electronic drafting tools and

spreadsheets are gradually giving

way to dedicated harness design

packages with capabilities no

drawing tool can ever match.

Engineers create designs using

“intelligent” representa-

tions of electrical objects

selected from an integral

components library.

This offers multiple

benefits. When the engi-

neer moves a component

its on-screen “wires” and

associated data automati-

cally move with it, remain-

ing connected. A compo-

nent symbol such as a

diode can be inserted into

an existing wire with a

simple drag-and-drop oper-

ation. The software auto-

matically opens the wire

and connects the diode.

Purpose-built electrical

design software under-

stands the intent behind

the task and eliminates

several tedious steps along

with their opportunity for

errors.

Working with 

Intelligent Objects

Because dedicated elec-

trical design tools work

with intelligent objects,

electrical simulation and

analysis capability is

innate. This moves the

whole electrical design

process into the realm of

virtual prototyping

wherein an intelligent digi-

tal model of the circuit

behaves almost exactly

like its real-world hard-

ware counterpart. The

engineer can study electri-

cal behavior simply by

clicking on a switch sym-

bol to observe the results

of an embedded circuit

analysis.

Active portions of the

circuit can be highlighted

on-screen and thereby

help the engineer under-

stand the design’s behav-

ior. When the “Dome

Lamp” switch is thrown,

does the light illuminate?

The on-screen image dis-

plays the answer visually.
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Vehicle Harness Design Tools
Model the Real World

John P. Wilson
Mentor Graphics Corp.



Alternatively, the circuit analysis tool can

calculate currents and voltages at any or

all points within the design.

Virtual system prototyping produces

results far more quickly than working

with a hardware prototype.That in itself

is a great advantage when schedules are

tight and equally important, the engi-

neer can quickly modify the design to

optimize it through a series of change-

and-simulate iterations. Figure 1 illus-

trates a collaborative design environ-

ment that supports this process.

Optimization Reduces 
Manufacturing Costs

A schematic drawn with a general-

purpose drafting tool is a static thing. In

contrast, a design rendered with intelli-

gent objects and embedded behavioral

knowledge lends itself to recursive test-

ing. Because each individual test cycle is

brief, it is possible to assess many scenar-

ios in a short time. By simulating a num-

ber of design alternatives, the engineer

can determine where less expensive

parts might suffice, or where less redun-

dancy is needed, or where a smaller

gauge of wire will do the job. A report

summarizes the results both schemati-

cally and with tabular details.Analyses at

this level applied throughout the vehicle

can provide valuable insight into vari-

ables that affect cost, weight, and more.
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• Designed to collect wires up to 12 feet in length

• Lightweight, portable, adapts to fit most wire 
cutting equipment

• Greatly reduces the labor involved in handling 
long wires

• Designed and built for millions of trouble-free cycles

• Can be run either (left to right) or 
(right to left) direction

• Wire Collectors can be put in tandem for longer 
length wires

• Swivel lock casters standard

• Stainless steel guard and tray

• Can be activated directly from the wire cutter 
or as a stand-alone unit

• Height adjustable from 24 to 42 inches

• Standard Collector lengths
(WC 1000 TT - 10 FT.)  (WC 500 TT - 5 FT.)

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR WIRE CUTTING NEEDS!

(315) 794-0161
wiresystems@verizon.net

2288 Graffenburg Road
Sauquoit, New York 13456

(315) 794-0161
E-mail: wiresystems@verizon.net

Figure 1: The interface with the 3D CAD system enables design data such as updat-
ed wire lengths to be fed back into the electrical virtual prototype to analyze the
effect on electrical performance. In this Mentor Graphics VeSys 2.0 design flow, the
MCAD the design systems exchange data interactively over many design iterations.
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To cite an example drawn from

the author’s experience, a round of

electrical design changes in a new

harness created excessive voltage

at a particular component, drasti-

cally reducing that component’s

life expectancy. The relevant cir-

cuitry was spread across five differ-

ent harnesses within the vehicle.

Using a Mentor Graphics electrical

design package, a series of alterna-

tive scenarios was simulated. As a

result it was discovered that mak-

ing minor changes within just two

of the five harnesses yielded an

85% improvement in the compo-

nent's life expectancy. All of the

experimentation was carried out

within just a few hours, with no

need for hardware trial-and-error.

From Specifications to 
BOM the Fast Way

Specifications delivered to har-

ness suppliers may include docu-

mentation such as wiring diagrams

and non-scaled 2D physical dia-

grams of the vehicle harnesses. His-

torically suppliers have manually

extracted a bill of materials (BOM)

and created manufacturing docu-

mentation, including wire cutting

lists and tooling charts, from this

information. Part number cross-ref-

erencing is accomplished by

searching catalogs or referring to

reference lists of approved compo-

nents, after which the necessary

components can be ordered. At

long last, comprehensive compo-

nent price and availability details

become visible and total costs and

delivery dates can be projected.

This litany of steps amply

demonstrates why automated har-

ness design tools are supplanting

older methods. Full-featured appli-

cations provide specialized func-

tionality ranging from bundle lay-

out to creation of wire tables. An

integrated components library

enables automated insertion of

appropriate connectors, terminals,

clips, grommets, and tubing into

the evolving design. Figure 2 (page

32) depicts a harness drawing

incorporating all these elements.

Built-in text and part number

search tools make it easy

to cross-reference part

numbers and pick

approved components

from the library.

The design tool’s

reporting features can

quickly generate the BOM

and even load the informa-

tion automatically into an

MRP system.These record-

keeping and retrieval fea-

tures can significantly

reduce overall lead times,

and allow costs and deliv-

ery dates to be accurately

projected earlier in the

development process.

Making the Leap from 
Design to Manufactur-
ing

Next, the harness

design must be readied for

manufacturing.That means

full-scale detailed drawings

of the production form-

boards upon which the

harnesses will be assem-

bled. Procedures and

checklists must be generat-

ed for setting up assembly

machines.Numerous anno-

tations and assembly notes

are also needed. Needless

to say, clinging to tradition-

al methods can add time,

cost, and error to the

process.

A capable design pack-

age can automate the cre-

ation of the full-sized form-

board drawings directly

from the harness design

drawings, even as the engi-

neer switches quickly

between the two different

diagrammatic representa-

tions when monitoring the

conversion. Report genera-

tion greatly simplifies the

creation of manufacturing

documentation. Wire cut-

ting lists, splice instruc-

tions and sub-assembly

instructions spin out of
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Interestingly, Zdunowski made his

harness from wiring removed from old

train locomotive harnesses. He used the

same method during the restoration of

his 1930 Chevrolet and, because of the

judge’s interest, decided to make 11 har-

nesses for ’28 and ’30 Chevrolets to try

to sell at the Vintage Chevrolet Club of

America national meet at Buena Park,

Calif., in November 1969.

“In one hour I sold them all,”

Zdunowski said. “Those two different

harnesses have led to us having available

over 6,000 harnesses for different makes

and models now.”

The vehicles range from Aston Mar-

tins to Cords to Hudson-Terraplanes to

Oaklands to Porsches to Whippets and

practically everything in between. Cus-

tom harnesses are produced, too.Among

the harness offerings are main, taillight,

turn signal, overdrive, power window,

power top, dash, engine and door panel.

To further serve customers’ needs,

YnZ’s distributes harnesses made by

Bauer Electronics in Bend, Ore.; M&H

Electric Co. in Santa Fe Springs, Calif.;

and American Autowire in Bellmawr, N.J.

Factoring in the firms’ products, YnZ’s

makes more than 40,000 different har-

nesses available.

YnZ’s began in January 1970 when a

partnership was formed between Gene

and Donna Zdunowski and her parents,

Sid and Vi Young. The company name

was formed by the first letters of each

couple’s last name.

At first, each partner worked in the

business part time but eventually went

full time.Donna Zdunowski was a home-

maker and mother to her and Gene’s

two daughters. Vi Young was the office

manager for a furniture chain, and Sid

Young was a journeyman steamfitter

and sheet metal worker for the Santa Fe

Railroad.

Gene Zdunowski began in 1969 as a

vector biologist for the San Bernardino

County (Calif.) Health Department. He

studied the origin and prevention of dis-

eases spread to people and animals by

such critters as rats, mosquitoes, flies,

lice, fleas, ticks and mites. The diseases

included West Nile virus, Rocky Moun-

tain spotted fever, bubonic plague,

encephalitis and Lyme disease.

Although Zdunowski was named

assistant department director in 1979,

he left the security and guaranteed

income of a regular job. His first day full

time at YnZ’s was July 7, 1981.

“I knew I could make it work because

I was holding back on advertising and

putting in extra phone lines. It was time

to let my foot off the brake,” said

Zdunowski,who noted he took a 66-per-

cent pay cut from his health department

job.“I had to do whatever it takes.”

Such commitment has meant YnZ’s

has experienced growth every year.

Even when the general economy took

its most recent dive, the company grew
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A Complete Line of Machine and Tools 
for the Wire Harness Industry

Competitive Prices
Quality
Design

Delivery

Call or E-mail
for a full brochure

Phone: 586-791-0700
Fax: 586-791-5419

Cage Code #67643

E-mail: diamond-die@att.net Web Site: www.diamond-die.com

ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company

Replacement Parts
Perishable Tooling

Hi Speed Die 

Heavy Duty Press 
and Applicator 

Hand Crimpers

6-22 Ton Press 

Hydrofeed 

YnZ’s 
Yesterday’s Parts
Continued from page 1 _______________



10 percent in 2008 and eight percent in

2009.

“My wife has great common sense for

business and is a natural at watching

cash flow,”Zdunowski said.“We’ve taken

out only one business loan and self-

financed everything all these years. We

use a simplistic target of last year’s gross

and look at the financials every month. If

we’re falling behind, we find out why

and make adjustments.”

The best years were 1997 and ’98

when annual growth was 15 percent.

Profit has increased as well, primarily

due, Zdunowski said, to the efficiency of

the employees “who have concentrated

on working smarter, not harder.”

Such growth has occurred because of

excellent products and service. “I am

proud of the quality product we have to

offer to the hobby,” Zdunowski said. “It

stands head and shoulders above what

else is out there.We go to the extreme in

our detail to make the product the way

it originally was.People want a duplicate

of what was in there when the car was

new.”

Perhaps the ultimate test for quality is

the annual Concours d’Elegance vehicle

show in Pebble Beach, Calif. The invita-

tion-only event is the one of the most

prestigious competitions for antique

and classic cars and motorcycles in the

world.
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Using the old harness as a template, YnZ’s constructs the new harness on
top.



The 175 vehicles are judged on origi-

nality, authenticity, design, styling and

elegance. Fourteen of the class and

award winners in the 2009 show had

YnZ’s harnesses.

Each harness replicates the original

with the correct colors, coverings and

terminations on the wires. First-run har-

nesses often are copied from original

harnesses.Then templates are made for

successive copies of the harnesses.

Wiring diagrams provide additional

information for harness accuracy and

production.Also invaluable are electrical

engineering drawings produced at the

factories that made the vehicles.

New processes have made copies

better than the originals while still

retaining the same appearances and
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Our Gun out-shrinks the competition
5 seconds vs. 12 seconds*

The Focus-Lite™ FLG3™ by Judco Manufacturing, Inc., is the solution to all your heat-shrink 
operations.  You can say goodbye to the high labor cost, excessive heat, and inefficiencies of 
other methods.  The Focus-Lite™ reduces the time necessary to shrink most types of heat 
shrink tubing.  It also improves the process control and overall quality of your shrink 
operation. The  FLG3™ can be used for high volume benchtop applications and is completely 
portable and mobile for board mounted harnesses and tight space assemblies. 

Focus-Lite™ technology uses radiant energy to shrink heat-shrink tubing in a fraction of the 
time of traditional methods. 

Here's why it works:  Dual Quartz Halogen bulbs are focused to direct all of the usable radiant 
energy to the cable/wire diameter covered by shrink tube.  This allows for 10 times the 
average energy expended by the bulbs to be delivered to 
the target zone.  What you will see is an amazing 
difference in shrink time!

The Focus-Lite™ is equipped with an adjustable timer for 
repeatable shrinking, time after time.  It also has a 
dimmer switch that controls the power for sensitive 
components. Visit our website at and 
see our full line of  Focus-Lite™products.

www.judco.net

Focus Lite
Heat Shrink Processing Machines

™ ™Judco Manufacturing, Inc
1429 W. 240th St., Harbor City, CA  90710 (310) 534-0959  www.judco.net

*polyolefin, 5” length

YnZ’s 
Yesterday’s Parts
Continued from page 27 ______________

Some harnesses require the application of “old fashioned” rubber tape wrap
as in the above harness.



functions. For instance,

Zdunowski pointed out that in

1939 Studebaker wrapped its

truck harnesses with non-

adhesive rubber instead of

cloth. That wrap has been

copied for use in other vehi-

cles, but silicone was added so

the wrap is more resistant to

ozone, oil and gasoline. The

same protective technique was

used on rubber terminal

shanks.

Initially,YnZ’s made its own

wire and braided and lac-

quered it, but production was

phased out by 1976 when a

supplier was found. It served

YnZ’s for 30 years until an air

pollution management agency

objected to the wire lacquer-

ing. Since YnZ’s orders were a

small percentage of the firm’s

business, the special wire was

discontinued, forcing YnZ’s to

find another manufacturer.

Wire orders are placed four

times a year.Between customer purchas-

es of harnesses and wire only,YnZ’s buys

between 750,000 and one million feet of

wire. Zdunowski estimated the price of

copper increased 400 percent in the last

15-20 years. He knows wire pricing will

fluctuate according to the commodities

markets because of the copper and the

cotton and vinyl coverings.

Braiding is a common operation at

the company. It has five New England

Butt braiders with 16, 24 and 32-carrier

capacities that can braid thread, jute and

other materials. Combined with vinyl

and other coatings,YnZ’s has more than

210 colors of wire.

More than 70 unique terminations

and connectors developed by YnZ’s are

in stock in addition to more common

terminations and connectors. Also avail-

able are shrink tubing, tape, ignition and

sparkplug terminals and boots, rubber

sleeving, sockets, switches and battery

cables.
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Save up to 80% of your
labor cost on heat shrink operations 
Save up to 80% of your

Focus Lite
Heat Shrink Processing Machines

Judco Manufacturing, Inc
1429 W. 240th St., Harbor City, CA  90710 (310) 534-0959  www.judco.net

The Focus-Lite™ by Judco Manufacturing, Inc., is the solution to all your heat-shrink 
operations.  You can say goodbye to the high labor cost, excessive heat, and inefficiencies of 
other methods. The Focus-Lite™ reduces the time necessary to shrink most types of heat 
shrink tubing.  It also improves the process control and overall quality of your shrink 
operation. The The Focus-Lite™ can be used for high volume bench top applications as well 
as low volume prototypes and laboratory applications. 

Focus-Lite™ technology uses radiant energy to shrink heat-shrink tubing in a fraction of the 
time of traditional methods. 

Here's why it works:  Dual Quartz Halogen bulbs are focused to direct all of the usable radiant 
energy to the cable/wire diameter covered by shrink tube.  This allows for 10 times the 
average energy expended by the bulbs to be delivered to the target zone.  What you will see is 
an amazing difference in shrink time!

The Focus-Lite™ is equipped with an adjustable 
timer for repeatable shrinking, time after time.  It 
also has a dimmer switch that controls the power for 
sensitive components. Visit our website at 

and see our full line of 

Focus-Lite™products.

www.judco.net

YnZ’s uses a New England Butt 16-Carrier
Braider for small diameter braiding jobs.

_______________Continued on page 30



All the items used in harness produc-

tion may be purchased separately. They

often are bought by other harness mak-

ers and professional shops doing 6-10

restorations a year.

Total number of customers annually

averages 1,500.They are located all over

the world – North America, South Amer-

ica, South Africa,Australia, England, Ger-

many and Italy among them.Why, earlier

this year a person in Russia ordered a

harness for a 1941 Plymouth.

Zdunowski stated repeat customers

are 40 percent of the total.The Internet

produces more than 40 percent of the

customers.The company has had a Web

presence since the mid-1990s,and some-

time this year visitors will be able to

order through the site. E-mail marketing

is employed by using addresses of peo-

ple who contact YnZ’s on the Web.

Customers also learn about YnZ’s

through its ads in print publications

such as Hemmings Motor News, Cars

and Parts, Old Cars Weekly,Collector Car

and numerous club magazines. and

through Google AdWords and search

engine optimization.All such media cost

the company up to $20,000 yearly.

Further exposure is gained through

membership in several car clubs, Spe-

cialty Equipment Market Association and

the Antique Automobile Club of Ameri-

ca.YnZ’s had booths at three car shows

and swap meets in 2009, down dramati-

cally from the 23-29 attended annually

in the initial years of the company.

Brian Tarbet manages the company.

He also answers technical questions and

handles the information technology,

which includes tracking production

stages by computer. The other key

employee is production lead Bonnie

Ruotsi, who started at the company 30

years ago.

Harnesses are made by five other per-

sons, and they specialize in certain

makes and models of vehicles. Some

builders are cross-trained on different

vehicle harnesses. One person does

braiding, pulling orders and shipping,

and another person, who is part time,

produces battery cables.

The employees have longevity with

the company, partly due to the benefits.

They include two weeks of vacation,

401(k), health insurance, paid holidays

and quarterly profit-sharing. From the

latter, one employee earned a bonus

amounting to $2.60 per hour.

Production is accomplished with

such equipment as hydraulic and elec-

tric crimpers, thermal-tipped solderers,

charcoal filters for solder fumes and test-

ing devices. Equipment on each of the

six production tables costs $4,000.

The work is done in a

4,500-square-foot unit of

an 11,000-square-foot two-

story building owned by

the Zdunowskis. They had

it built in 1987 to consoli-

date operations that were

in the couple’s home and a

barn near Fontana, Calif.

That same year the Youngs

officially retired, although

Vi Young continued to

work till she was 83 five

years ago.

For more information,

call 909-798-1498, fax 909-

335-6237, e-mail gene@

ynzyesterdaysparts.com.

Visit www.ynzyesterdays

parts.com or write to

YnZ’s Yesterday’s Parts,

333 E. Stuart Ave., Unit A,

Redlands, CA 92374.

~WHN July/August 2010~
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YnZ’s Yesterday’s Parts
Continued from page 29 ______________
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design data captured earlier in the

process, reducing setup times and man-

ufacturing errors. Figure 3 depicts the

data hierarchy in this process.

“Your Design Looks Great… 
Let’s Change It!”

Sooner or later almost every harness

design will undergo modifications to

add features, correct problems, or

reduce costs. Updating electrical and

harness designs is typically a carefully

controlled formal process. Any changes

that affect electrical characteristics must

be incorporated into the wiring design

and analyzed for their effect on electri-

cal performance. Similarly if physical

changes are made to harnesses these

must be assessed against mechanical

constraints.

Typically these updates are made via

change control documents sent

between the vehicle manufacturer and

the harness supplier. These documents

have always been necessary to ensure

that both parties, OEM and supplier,

understand all the details of all the

changes. They embody the old admoni-

tion,“Put everything in writing,” with all

the effort that implies.

If the design

derives from an auto-

mated harness design

solution, the relevant

data is innately stored

as part of the design

process. The vehicle

manufacturer and the

harness supplier can

easily pass design

data files back and

forth, and by defini-

tion these files con-

tain the current data

supporting the manu-

facturing formboards

and assembly instruc-

tions. Information

exchange and collab-

oration across disci-

plines, organizations

and locations

becomes more

robust.

Looking Toward

Tomorrow

Commercially-available harness de-

sign software provides vehicle designers

and their suppliers with a way to make

the electrical design process more effi-

cient. Common tasks such as circuit

design, harness layout and manufactur-

ing data generation can all be improved.

Embedded simulation and validation can

help engineers optimize their designs

and detect errors early in order to

improve product quality and reduce pro-

duction costs.These powerful tools will

make it possible to keep pace with

tomorrow’s more complex,more diverse

harness configurations. For more infor-

mation please contact James Price on +

1 503 685 1778, at james_price@men-

tor.com or visit www.mentor.com/elec-

trical.
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SHORTEST 

POSSIBLE DELIVERY!!!

BRAIDERS – NEW & REBUILT
Specializing in New England Butt:

• #2 Harness Braiders
• CB1 Cable Braiders
• Specialty Application Braiders

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEMASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEM

Contact: Jack Dennehy

COMPOSITE & WIRE
MACHINERY, INC.

490 Old Baptist Road, 
North Kingstown, RI 02852

Phone: (401) 884-4760 • FAX: (401) 885-2499
Visit: www.compositewire.com 
Email: compositewire@aol.com

We Purchase 

Good Used 

Braiders

Figure 2: This detailed harness drawing from Mentor Graphics VeSys 2.0 delivers
automatically-generated wire lengths and terminal and seals selections as well as a
full Bill of Materials.

Vehicle Harness Design Tools
Continued from page 24 _____________

Figure 3



Armored and sheathed cable
built to IEEE-45/UL1309, IEC, BS, DIN
and JIC standards as well as unar-
mored cables and flexible cables,
including S, SO, SOOW-A,
W and G-GC, are compati-
ble with the new NEPTUNE
line. Cable housings with
ample wire space slip over
the conductors after termi-
nation, eliminating cumber-
some handling and seating
of inserts with conductors
attached.

The nickel silver alloy
plated contacts are inter-
changeable and reversible
to suit specific needs.
Optional gold plating is
available.  Conductors are
readily terminated to easily
accessible pressure wire
terminals. NEPTUNE con-
nectors are resistant to 60
Gs, exceeding Mil-STD-167-
1 vibration standards.

The new connectors fea-
ture double lead Acme
threads for easy coupling,
eliminating the long setup
and tear down when
replacing equipment and
the machined contacts are
designed for longer life and
mating cycles. All recepta-
cles are supplied with
threaded environmental
dust caps. Plugs feature a
mechanical clamp backshell
and sealing grommets with
optional covers available.

With millions of parts in
the field, the patented RAD-
SOK electrical connection
has proven to be extremely
reliable, with almost no
reported connection fail-
ures in Amphenol RADSOK-
designed applications.
RADSOK utilizes the tensile
strength properties of the
flat, high conductivity alloy
grid for the high normal
forces required for conduc-
tivity, while providing a
large conductive surface
area.  This results in a corre-
spondingly low voltage
drop and low temperature
rise while maintaining low
insertion forces.  RADSOK

sizes used in NEPTUNE are #12, #10,
#4, #1/0, #4/0, and #350 MCM.

For more information, visit
www.amphenol-industrial.com or 
e-mail Neptune@amphenol-aio.
com.

Positronic Introduces the MDX
Connector Series

The MDX is a high reliability 
D-Subminiature connector with size
20 fixed contacts and is available
with 9, 15, 25, 37, and 50 contacts.

The MDX series utilizes the unique
new PosiBand contact system. The
PosiBand is a closed entry female
contact system that provides lower
average insertion force during mat-
ing, enhanced reliability and
increased electrical performance
over legacy designs.

MDX connectors use solid
machined contacts. These connec-

tors meet the performance require-
ments of IEC 60807-2, performance
level one. Contact resistance is a low
0.005 ohms. Single contact current
ratings are as high as 14 amperes,
remarkable for D-Subminiature con-
nectors. MDX series insulators are
manufactured with glass-filled poly-
ester, which offers stable perform-
ance in harsh environments.

Termination options include
straight and right angle PCB solder,
wire solder and press-in termina-
tions. A wide variety of accessories is
also available. 

For detailed information concern-
ing Positronic’s new MDX series con-
nectors, or for any of a wide variety
of standard, high density, or combi-
nation D-subminiature connectors,
contact Positronic Industries at 800-
641-4054, or email us at info@con-
nectpositronic.com.
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MINIMINI FUSE HOLDER CAP

Use with Delphi/Packard components 
to build a 280 Series Sealed Metri-Pack 

MINI Fuse Holder 

Designed for harsh environments and
engine compartment conditions

Phone: (440) 871-0800 • Fax (440) 871-0799
E-mail: sales@whiteproducts.com

925 Bassett Road, Unit D, Westlake, OH 44145
www.whiteproducts.com

NEWS PLUGS NEWS PLUGS continued

Continued from page 20 _________

Amphenol NEPTUNE Connec-
tors with RADSOK Technology



dards were. Larger companies with mul-

tiple plants, possibly in multiple coun-

tries are most susceptible to these kinds

of challenges. Another consideration in

these cases is language barriers. Differ-

ent operators may take the same meas-

urement differently and come out with

different results. So who is correct?

These issues make data collection more

difficult and as we all know, data collec-

tion can be a very time-consuming and

inefficient process if not done correctly.

UL 486A-486B is probably the most

widely used standard and covers termi-

nal and connector requirements for US,

Canada and Mexico. The most specific

standard for wire harness makers is the

IPC/WHMA-A-620 standard, covering

everything from crimping and soldering

to lacing and tie wrapping. The

IPC/WHMA-A-620 was a collaborative

effort between IPC and the Wire Har-

ness Manufacturer’s Association. SAE

AS7928, formerly MIL AS7928 and

USCAR-21 are for military and automo-

tive crimp connections, respectively.

Both standards were created by the Soci-

ety for Automotive Engineers.The most

recent automotive specification is the

VW 60330 which is the only process-ori-

ented specification indicating how often

testing should be done. It was written by

the Volkswagen Company primarily for

their suppliers. Each standard has their

subtle differences.When you have some

manufacturing companies who want

products made to the UL spec and oth-

ers who want products made to SAE

specs, how do you keep track of the dif-

ferences?

Much of the discussion to come will

reference the automotive specifications.

However,as quality standards get tighter,

some of these standards may be adopted

by other markets. I’m going to highlight

a few of the differences between the

tools and measurement techniques for

crimp height and pull test and also men-

tion micrograph (cross sectioning)

equipment.

Crimp Height and Crimp Width

The only thing that all of the specifi-

cations have in common is that they all

state that the terminal manufacturer’s

specifications for crimp height and

crimp width must be used. Only the A-

620 specification makes crimp height

measurement optional. It is optional

only when pull testing is done. Only the

VW specification states that 5 samples

must be tested for each set-up. A set-up

is when the wire, terminal, terminal reel,

or applicator tooling is changed.

The VW and A620 specifications

states that for crimp height measure-

ments, a micrometer with a point and a

blade (Fig.1) must be used.The reason is

to eliminate the possibility for the flash

to affect the measurement (Fig. 2). How-

ever, this method is not perfect either. If

the measurement is not taken at the

highest point of the crimp, the measure-

ment may be incorrect.
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ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Insulators of Electrical 

Wires & Cables

www.atlaswirecorp.com

9525 River Street 4705 S. Coach Drive
Schiller Park, IL 60176 Tucson, AZ 85714

(847) 678-1210 (520) 747-4500
(847) 678-1281 fax (520) 747-5800 fax

info@atlaswirecorp.com tomatlas@worldnet.att.net

4 ISO 9001:2000 Certified ä Lead & Hook Up Wire

4 Facilities in Illinois & Arizona ä 125C & 150C Cross-Link

4 Huge Inventory of Conductor ä UL & CSA

4 Customized Print & Packaging ä MTW

4 Striping (Spiral & Extruded Line) ä Building & Fixture Wire

4 Bonding & Twisting ä Military

4 Drum Pack ä Automotive/Marine

4 Small Min. Order Quantities ä Nylon

4 Short Lead Times ä Speaker Wire

ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Registered to ISO9001:2000

Certificate No. A4894
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Providing the Highest Quality 
Cutting-Stripping Blades

and Accessories for:

AMP • ARTOS • EUBANKS 
KOMAX • FILOMAT • KODERA
MEGOMAT  • SCHLEUNIGER 

TOYOJAMCO

Plus… Crimp Tooling
• Application Engineering
• All brands of cutting/stripping blades
• Stocking programs = F.A.S.T. - J.I.T.
• Custom Blade Design and Assemblies
• Wire Sizing Evaluation
• Competitive Prices – 

Satisfaction Guaranteed

LOCATIONS:
Three Lakes, Wisconsin El Paso, Texas
Phone: (715) 546-3070 Phone: (915) 856-6606
Fax: (715) 546-2565 Fax: (915) 856-6608

Service for West Coast, including:
Arizona, Idaho, Nevada & Utah

Phone: (562) 903-4006
Fax: (562) 903-4008

Visit Lakes Precision on the Internet at:
www.lakesprecision.com

E-mail: blades@lakesprecision.com

ISO 9001:2000 CERTIFIED

LAKES PRECISION IN
C

.

Crimp Quality Standards Comparison and Trends
Continued from page 1 _______________

Figure 1



Crimp width is a bit of a chal-

lenge. Most companies don’t

measure crimp width because it

is a fixed dimension in the tool-

ing. The only specifications that

really address it are VW and

USCAR and they both use differ-

ent terminology. They state that

there are two crimp widths; one

can be measured on the

crimped terminal and the other

cannot (Fig 3). The “Crimp

Width” (VW) or “Tangent Width”

(USCAR) is the non-measurable

crimp width. It is a dimension

on the crimp tool at the top just

where the rolled part goes to the

straight sides of the tool.Techni-

cally it is between the tangents

of the radii of the crimp die.The

“Measurable Crimp Width” (VW)

or the “Crimp Width”

(USCAR) is measured at

the widest point of the

terminal.VW states that a

2-blade tool must be used

to determine the measur-

able crimp width. The

other specifications do

not state requirements

on tooling.Although I am

mixing terminology from

different specifications,

for the purpose of this

article I’m going to use

the terms “Crimp Width”

and “Measurable Crimp

Width” for clarity as shown in

Figure 3.

Tolerances are sometimes an

issue as well. Some of the termi-

nal manufacturers indicate toler-

ances for crimp height but some

don’t. Some companies will use

their own tolerances but some

employees will apply them dif-

ferently. Only USCAR and VW

indicate tolerance specifications

depending on the wire size. As

you will see in the chart below,

tolerances are the same but the

corresponding wire sizes differ.

Most terminal manufacturers

do not reference tolerances for

crimp width. This can be chal-

lenging because as we all know,

tooling wears. So what toler-

ance is used? The VW specifica-

tion uses a ±0.10mm for crimp

width. The others do not

address it.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Tolerances
Wire Conductor Crimp  
Size Height (CCH)____________________________________

USCAR

< 0.35mm2 ± 0.03mm

> 0.35mm2 ± 0.05mm

> 8.0mm2 ± 0.10mm

VW 60330

0.22 – 0.5mm ± 0.03mm

0.5 – 2.5mm ± 0.05mm

> 2.5mm ± 0.10mm

________________Continued on page 36 



Pull Test

Pull test is discussed in all of the spec-

ifications and it is mandatory in all of

them except the IPC/WHMA-A-620.The

A-620 states that if crimp height meas-

urements are taken, then pull test is not

required. The A-620 also specifies that

any samples that are used for pull testing

can not be used as finished goods.

Pull test rates vary between specifica-

tions as well. Pull rate is the rate at

which the wire and the terminal are

pulled apart. It can be important

because different values may be

achieved if pull rates are not consistent.

Usually, higher pull test values can be

achieved with higher pull rates.The UL

and VW specifications do not specify a

rate, so manufacturers can use the

fastest method available as long as there

is no sudden jerking on the sample.

USCAR specifies a rate between 50 –

250 mm per minute, but 100 mm per

minute is preferred. The SAE AS7928

specifies a pull rate of 1” per minute.

When performing a pull test, most

manufacturing companies do not

remove the insulation crimp. However,

the VW, UL and USCAR specifications

require that the insulation crimp is

opened up or rendered ineffective. The

VW specification provides higher pull

test values if the insulation crimp is left

intact.

USCAR is challenging to adhere to in

that it specifies that the device used for

testing must be capable of a tolerance of

± 1% of the measurement value. Most

pull test device tolerances are stated

with respect to their maximum pulling

force. According to USCAR, a 24 AWG

wire has a minimum pull force of 40 N

(8.8 lbs). A tolerance of ± 1% of the

measurement value would be 0.4 N

(0.09 lbs). To comply with USCAR you

could not use the standard 110 lb (500

N) pull test devices unless it had an

accuracy of better than 0.09%. Most

have accuracy of 0.5% or 0.25% of the

maximum pull force, which is far from

0.09%. Stated another way, in order to

achieve a tolerance of 0.4 N for the 24

AWG wire test, the pull tester could

have a maximum pull force of 17.6 lbs

(80 N) if the device had an accuracy of

0.5%. If the device had an accuracy of

0.25% the maximum would be 35.2 lbs

(160 N).The smallest wire that could be

tested on a 110 lb pull tester according

to USCAR would be 12 AWG.Therefore,

wire harness manufacturers that must

comply to USCAR will either need pull

test devices with extreme accuracy or

they will need many devices for a com-

plete range of wires. A wire range from

10 AWG to 22 AWG would require 5 dif-

ferent pull test devices.

Micrographs

Even with all of these standards, 25%

of all electrical failures in a car (and pos-

sibly in other products as well) are due

to bad crimps. Aside from simple mis-

takes made during the harness manufac-

turing process, terminals can go out of

tolerance in the manufacturing process

and frequently companies need to use

terminals that are too large for the wire.

The following is an example (Fig 4) of

a terminal that is rated for a wire range

of 26 AWG to 20 AWG.The wire used is

a 26 AWG and the crimp height and
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HHARNESSARNESS
Braiding & ShieldingBraiding & Shielding

As the industry leader in 
cable harness shielding,
Hamilton Products will 
meet your most 
demanding requirements 
for textile and/or wire shields.

Our capacity of 1 to 1,000
harnesses and our extensive
knowledge of specialty braiding and 
shielding allows us to manufacture to your 
specifications, or custom design to meet your
installation requirements.

For the best, call the best. Call Hamilton Products.

HAMILTON PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1100 • 43A Rte 12 South • Sherburne, New York 13460

Phone: (607) 674-2030 • FAX (607) 674-9367
E-Mail: a_critton@iwgbwd.com or s_malloy@iwgbwd.com

Home Page: http://www.hamprods.com

Crimp Quality Standards Comparison and Trends
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Low VOC Green Pigmented Ink 
from Gem Gravure

Gem Gravure Co, Inc. is known for
innovative ink jet fluids for all wire
and cable identification applications.
All GEM inks are of the highest quali-

ty and extremely reliable.
Inks are tested and available
for use in all major ink jet
printer types.  Every fluid
manufactured by GEM
complies with RoHS regula-
tions. 

The latest offering,
GNG5765 Ink has low VOC
(volatile organic com-
pounds) content and no
reportable HAPs (haz-
ardous air pollutants). VOCs
emitted into the air can
react with other chemicals,
leading to the formation of
ground level ozone or
‘smog’.  From an environ-
mental standpoint, reducing
VOCs helps to improve air
quality.  From a business
standpoint, eliminating
these materials can reduce
the need to obtain emis-
sions permits.  This is partic-
ularly important in EPA non-
attainment areas where
clean air standards have not
been met. 

GNG5765 is a bright
green opaque ink based on
pigment dispersions specif-
ically designed for ink jet
fluids.  Codes stand out on
a variety of colors, allowing
one ink to be used on a vari-
ety of packaging colors. Ink
jet fluids cannot be chosen
by regulatory status alone;
they have to work and work
well.  GNG5765 fulfills all
the expectations. 

Please contact Gem
Gravure Co, Inc., 112 School
Street, W Hanover, MA
02339. Phone (781)878-
0456 or on the web at
www.gemgravure.com for
details on this and other
product identification solu-
tions for your business.

SABIC Innovative Plastics 
Announces ECO-01 Tub-
ing

Through co-develop-
ment efforts with SABIC
Innovative Plastics, Japan’s
Nissei Eco Company Ltd.

has created a unique solution to sig-
nificantly reduce the environmental
impact of wire harness insulation.
That solution is ECO-01 tubing, a wire
insulation product made from SABIC
Innovative Plastics’ Flexible Noryl*
resin. This high-tech resin is inherent-
ly flame retardant (FR) and free of
environmentally harmful heavy met-
als. It also provides OEMs of home
appliances and other products with
high heat performance without
expensive secondary operations.
SABIC Innovative Plastics’ continued
investment in high-performance,
green technologies is helping cus-
tomers like Nissei Eco accelerate the
creation of differentiated, environ-
mentally progressive end products in
an array of markets worldwide.

“SABIC Innovative Plastics’ Flexible
Noryl resin enabled us to develop a
breakthrough tubing product to give

our company a significant competi-
tive advantage,” said Michio Inamura,
chief executive officer, Nissei Eco.
“The key to this success was replac-
ing potentially harmful flame-retar-
dant materials without sacrificing
high performance or raising costs.
Flexible Noryl resin met all of our
requirements for the new ECO-01
product line and, thanks to this
exceptional SABIC Innovative Plastics
material, our customers are very
pleased with what the new tubing
has to offer.”

“SABIC Innovative Plastics is
intensely focused on developing
advanced materials solutions with
the environment in mind – from sig-
nificantly reducing hazardous sub-
stances to using up-cycled and bio-
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width is as specified by the manufactur-

er.The air gaps inside the crimp clearly

indicate that the terminal is too big for

the wire.

USCAR recognizes that not all wires

are the same. A 0.5 mm2 wire made to

the SAE specification (0.508 mm2 mini-

mum) is different from a 0.5 mm2 made

to the ISO specification (0.4647 mm2

minimum). Because of issues such as

this and the persistence of crimp quality

problems, more and more companies,

like VW in Europe and China, are inte-

grating crimp cross section analysis into

their production processes.

Micrograph systems, or crimp cross

sectioning equipment, were typically

only seen where applicator tooling was

manufactured or in the labs of the large

wire harness suppliers.They were large

table units involving epoxies and acidic

etching solutions. The systems typically

cost $50,000 or more and entire process

was very time consuming. On the other

hand, this type of equipment is the only

way to get a clear picture of the inside of

the crimp (Fig 5).

New systems on the market are much

more suited for use in the production

process because the crimp analysis

process is much faster since there are

fewer steps. Most systems use an elec-

trolytic staining process rather than acid

etching. Acids require special training,

gloves and eye protection as well as spe-

cial procurement and waste processes,

since acids are considered to be haz-

ardous materials. The solutions in the

new systems have a Ph value equal to

that of water so they are much safer to

use and no special procurement and

waste processes are required. Finally, the

new systems are far less expensive.

Therefore, getting a comprehensive

analysis on the entire crimp is faster, eas-

ier and less expensive.

Only the USCAR and the VW specifi-

cations discuss the use of micrograph

systems.The USCAR specification identi-

fies them as only diagnostic tools for

resolving issues. The VW specification

mandates their use depending on wire
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“WORLD’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF TERMINALS AND FUSES”

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
SALES CORP.

1333 S.W. 30th Avenue
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
vvv Established 1947 vvv

Tel: 954-428-1788 • Fax: 954-429-1511 
Toll Free: 1-800-342-1422

E-mail: sales@electricalproducts.com • www.electricalproducts.com

LUGS • TERMINALS • SPLICES • FERRULES • DISCONNECTS
END CAPS • JUMPERS • CABLE TIES • SOLDER SLEEVES

HEAT SHRINKABLE TUBING • FUSES • FUSEHOLDERS
FUSE CLIPS • MIL SPECS OUR SPECIALTY

MS25036 • MS20659 • MS17143 • MS3367 • MS3368 • MS3339 - MS3341
MS21980 • MS21981 • MS35431 • MS77066 - MS77074 • MS25274

MS25435 - MS25439 • M83519 • M23053 • MS21266 • M23190
NAS1744-NAS1746 • MS25083 • MIL-C-83413/8 AND MANY OTHERS

Interconnect Products, Inc.

Bussmann

ELECTRICAL GROUP

®

Your Best Source Since 1947

Call Today 1-800-342-1422
Fast Delivery!

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS SALES CORP. has one of the largest 
inventories of terminals and fuses in the United States. When you 

receive requests for these items, use our vast inventory to draw from.

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

Access our Line Card and Inventory on the World Wide Web:
http://www.electricalproducts.com

Crimp Quality Standards Comparison and Trends
Continued from page 36 ______________

Figure 4

Figure 5

WIRE SIZE TEST REQUIREMENT_______________________________________________________________________
< 0,35mm2 all - with every change of terminal reel or wire*_______________________________________________________________________

- can be omitted if wire mfr and size is same 
and if cross sections are readily available._______________________________________________________________________

0,5mm2 - signal lines: - as on < 0,35mm2

_______________________________________________________________________
- power lines: - as on < 0,5mm2

_______________________________________________________________________
> 0,5mm2 all - after 1/6th lifetime of the crimping tool _______________________________________________________________________

- on new contacts, where lifetime is unknown:
every 30.000 cycles

________________Continued on page 40
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size.More issues are seen in smaller wire

sizes, so testing frequency is higher. The

table below indicates the frequency

requirements as stated in the VW speci-

fication.

Below is a sketch from the VW speci-

fication indicating all of the required

measurements (Fig 6).

The crimp height (1) is the standard

measurement. The crimp width (2) or

the non-measurable crimp width can

only be measured using a micrograph.

The measurable crimp width (3) is sim-

ply taken at the widest point of the ter-

minal.The support angle

(4) and support height

(5) are indications of

how centered the termi-

nal is in the crimp and

how strong the crimp

will be over time. The

more vertical the angle is

and the larger the height

is the stronger the crimp

will be over time. The

face end clearance (6) is

an indication if the ter-

minal is properly sized to

the wire. If the terminal

is too large, the face ends

may touch or be too

close to the bottom of

the crimp. The distance

between face ends (7) is also an indica-

tion of how centered the terminal is in

the crimp. Burr height (8) and burr

width (9) are indications of crimp anvil

wear. Finally, base thickness (10) is an

indication if the material has been over-

crimped. The VW specification gives

guidelines for each value indicating

acceptable limits.

Micrographs are also very useful

when verifying terminal bend angles

(Fig 7) and cross area reduction. Both of

which are very difficult to measure with-

out a micrograph system.

Quality standards are getting more

rigid each year. Much of the above dis-

cussion might not apply directly to your

company right now. However, we’ve

seen in the past that standards that

begin in one industry eventually migrate

to others.Therefore, hopefully this gives

you some advanced warning about what

might be needed in the future.The pre-

ceding discussion covered a very small

percentage of the respective specifica-

tions, but hopefully this has given you a

better understanding of the different

specifications and how they may be

applied in your business. For more infor-

mation on the respective specifications,

please go to:

UL 486A/486B - www.ul.com
USCAR 21 - www.uscar.org
IPC/WHMA-A-620 - www.ipc.org
SAE AS7928 - www.sae.org

~WHN July/August 2010~
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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Mando Can Do.

HAPPY ENDINGS

Eubanks Engineering Co.  
950 E. Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, CA 91016   

(626) 357-7011   Fax (626) 357-4718
www.eubanks.com

When Armando Zacarias goes out on a

Eubanks service call, unusual things happen.

“Once I helped round up a cow that got

loose in a customer’s plant.   

“Another time, while driving to a 

customer’s site, our rep’s car caught fire. 

We eventually arrived there that night and 

finished the job in time for the morning 

shift,” Mando reports.

Customers report something unusual too:

Mando’s “can-do” attitude. 

George Price, vice president of J&M 

Products, for example, writes how Mando 

takes time to answer questions, explain 

machine operation and even gave “tips on 

stripping some shielded cable that others 

said could not be done.” 

“Can’t be done” is not in Mando’s 

vocabulary—either English or Spanish. 

On his own initiative, he solves problems, 

leads training classes, helps boost plant 

efficiencies,

and makes

lasting friend-

ships while

doing it.

Mando

exemplifies

the Eubanks

business experience—highest-quality, U.S.A.-

built wire strippers and markers backed 

by dedicated people itching to solve your 

wire problems. 

Call us today. We’ll put this “can do” attitude

to work for you till the cows come home. 



source materials,” said Cathleen
Hess, Noryl resin global product
marketing director, SABIC Innovative
Plastics. “Flexible Noryl resin is an
excellent example of this. The mate-
rial continues to break new ground
by providing a unique environmental
outcome for the most demanding
wire and cable applications, demon-
strating SABIC Innovative Plastics’
commitment to working alongside
customers such as Nissei Eco for
environmentally progressive solu-
tions.”

Flexible Noryl resin for wire insula-

tion offers OEMs a significantly better
material choice vs. traditional
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which con-
tains halogen chlorine. Not only is
Flexible Noryl resin non-halogenated
to help customers meet global envi-
ronmental requirements, but the FR
material also surpasses PVC in wear
resistance. As measured by the
JASO-D-608-92 abrasion test, Nissei
Eco found that Flexible Noryl resin
has much higher abrasion resistance
than that of PVC.

Further, Flexible Noryl resin sur-
passes other non-halogenated mate-
rials such as flame-retardant polyeth-
ylene (PE) in terms of affordability
and processing ease. Because Flexi-
ble Noryl resin delivers high-temper-
ature performance and can meet the
requirements of UL105C, it does not
require cross linking using electron
beam radiation – a process that is

necessary for flame-retardant PE.
Cross linking adds time and cost, and
also makes the material stiffer and
harder to process.  

The SABIC Innovative Plastics
material also provides excellent flex-
ibility with a high-quality surface fin-
ish. 

ECO-01 tubing for wire harnesses
has been specified by several home
appliance manufacturers in Japan,
while Nissei Eco is actively working
to gain specifications around the

globe. 

For more information on
SABIC Innovative Plastics’
Flexible Noryl products,
please visit the company
website at www.sabic-
ip.com. 

SABIC Innovative Plastics
is a global supplier of engi-
neering thermoplastics with
a 75-year history of solu-
tions that solve its cus-
tomers’ most pressing chal-
lenges. Today, SABIC Innov-
ative Plastics is a multi-bil-
lion-dollar company with
operations in more than 35
countries and approximate-
ly 9,000 employees world-
wide. The company’s exten-
sive product portfolio
includes thermoplastic
resins, coatings, specialty
compounds, film, and
sheet. SABIC Innovative
Plastics (www.sabic-
ip.com) is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation
(SABIC), one of the world’s
top six petrochemicals
manufacturers.

New BURNDYWELD® QIK-
LITE Exothermic Ignition
System

BURNDY®, a leading man-
ufacturer and provider of
connector solutions to the
industrial, energy, construc-
tion, telecommunication,
petrochemical, data center,
and transportation indus-
tries, announces the intro-
duction of the BURNDY-
Weld® QIKLITE battery oper-
ated ignition system for
exothermic connections.
This new system uses inno-
vative technology com-
bined with traditional fea-
tures and benefits
unmatched in the industry. 

The BURNDY® QIKLITE
unit is the only remote
exothermic system that
guarantees ignition 100% of
the time.   The self con-
tained unit offers a built-in
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Our experienced design engineers will help you
design all of your cables and wire harnesses.
We’ll also improve their manufacturability for you:

Bill of Material Wire List
Drawing Assembly Work Instructions

RPC Manufacturing Solutions, LLC
303 417-1500

Larry@RPCMfg.com www.RPCMfg.com

Wire Harness and
Cable Design Services

Continued from page 37 _________
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battery life indicator, 6’ igniter cord,
and separate buttons for power and
ignition.  Also, no starting powder is
used with this system so emissions
are greatly reduced.   QIK-
LITE works with standard
molds and weld metal, so
contractors and installers
can continue to use the
same quality BURNDYWeld®

products and have the
option of using a traditional
flint igniter or the new QIK-
LITE system.    

Another feature is the
speed of ignition, with virtu-
ally no delay between
depressing the “push to
operate” button and igni-
tion of the weld metal.   This
instant ignition feature offers
quick reassurance to the
installer, without the delay
experienced with other
options currently on the
market.  

BURNDY® continues to
offer solutions to the
grounding market and the
BURNDYWeld® QIKLITE sys-
tem is another valuable part
of BURNDY’s grounding
platform of mechanical,
compression, and exother-
mic options as well as a full
line of accessory products.   

For additional informa-
tion, contact BURNDY® at 47
E. Industrial Park Drive, Man-
chester, NH 03109. Contact
Customer Service at 1-800-
346-4175. Visit website at
www.BURNDY.com.

Littelfuse Silicon 
Protection Array (SPA™)
Sample Kits Available
Exclusively at Mouser 

Mouser Electronics, Inc.,
announced it is the only dis-
tributor to be stocking Littel-
fuse Silicon Protection Array
(SPA™) Sample Kits. 

Modern chipsets utilize
nanometer processing tech-
nologies making them
extremely susceptible to
damage which necessitates
the need for external pro-
tection.  Silicon Protection
Arrays™ (SPA) are specifi-
cally designed to protect
sensitive electronic compo-

nents from ESD (Electrostatic Dis-
charge), EFT (Electrical Fast Tran-
sients), and lightning induced tran-
sients. The Littelfuse SPA devices
offer the lowest dynamic resistance
during an ESD or any EOS (Electrical
Over Stress) event which reduces
clamping voltage levels far below
that of competing technologies such
as MLV, MOV, and polymer.  The SPA
portfolio offers a wide range of
devices to suit the majority of appli-
cations available in the market today
such as: USB 2.0/3.0, HDMI 1.3/1.4,
DVI, 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet,
eSATA, 1394a/b, LVDS, audio, analog
video, keypads/pushbuttons, and
LCD/camera display interfaces. 

Mouser is exclusively offering the
SPA Sample Kits that include ten sam-
ples each of the 39 SPA devices.
Additionally, each flexible notebook
includes a product selection guide

and protection samples of 16 differ-
ent common applications. Ultimately,
the sample kit provides a cost-effec-
tive supply of various SPA devices for
the convenience of design engineers.

Andy Kerr, Mouser Vice President
of Passives & Circuit Protection, says
the new SPA devices will solve
numerous issues presented by
today’s ICs that have contact dis-
charge levels down to ±0.5kV. Kerr
says, “The Littelfuse Silicon Protection
Arrays are an ideal solution for new
ICs facing the threat of ESD damage.
In addition, the SPA kits offered by
Mouser will provide a cost-effective
SPA supply and documentation for
many suitable applications.”
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185 Martin Lane Fax: (847) 290-8689
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 Phone: (847) 290-8686

CHIEF SUPPLY INC.

EM
PTY REELS WANTED

We buy 
empty reels…

Plastic • Wood • Cardboard
Almost any size or shape

CHIEF SUPPLY INC.
(847) 290-8686

BURNDYWELD®

QIKLITE System
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“The Littelfuse line of Silicon Pro-
tection Arrays clearly delivers superi-
or protection for today’s demanding
electronic applications.” adds Paul
Dickinson, Littelfuse Vice President &
General Manager of the Semiconduc-
tor Products Business. “We are proud
to partner with Mouser to offer
devices that will address these chal-
lenging circuit protection issues for
design engineers.”  

Mouser Electronics’ website with
interactive online catalog is updated
daily and searches over 6.7 million
products to locate over a 1.6 million
part numbers available for easy
online purchase.  Plus, it houses
downloadable data sheets, supplier-
specific reference designs, applica-
tion notes, technical design informa-
tion and engineering tools.      

Mouser Electronics, Inc. is an elec-
tronic component distributor,
focused on the rapid introduction of
new products and technologies to
electronic design engineers.
Mouser.com features more than 1.6
million products online from more
than 400 manufacturers. Mouser pub-
lishes multiple catalogs per year pro-
viding designers with up-to-date

data on the components now avail-
able for the next generation of elec-
tronic devices.  Mouser ships global-
ly to over 270,000 customers in 170
countries from its 432,000 sq. ft.
state-of-the-art facility in Mansfield,
Texas.  For more information, visit
http://www.mouser.com.

Littelfuse is a leader in circuit pro-
tection, offering a broad portfolio of
circuit protection products and solu-
tions. Backed by industry-leading
technical support, design and manu-
facturing expertise Littelfuse prod-
ucts are vital components in virtually
every product that uses electrical
energy, including portable and con-
sumer electronics, automobiles,
industrial equipment and
telecom/datacom circuits. In addi-
tion to its Chicago, Illinois, world
headquarters, Littelfuse has over 20
sales, distribution, manufacturing and
engineering facilities in the Americas,
Europe and Asia.  Technologies
offered by Littelfuse include Fuses;

Gas Discharge Tubes (GDTs); Positive
Temperature Coefficient Devices
(PTCs); Protection Relays;
PulseGuard® ESD Suppressors;
SIDACtor® Devices; Silicon Protection
Arrays™(SPAs); Switching Thyristors;
TVS Diodes and Varistors. 

For more information, visit
www.littelfuse.com.
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Coastel
Cable
Tools International Corp.

344 East Brighton Avenue 
Syracuse, NY 13210

Ph: (315) 471-5361 •  Fx: (315) 472-1765
Internet: www.coasteltools.com

The CT4 CoastelmaticThe CT4 Coastelmatic
Pneumatic TPneumatic Tool Holderool Holder

The CT4 Coastelmatic hand tool holder is a
device that uses air to activate spring
retracted hand tools. The CT4 Coastelmatic
is a great low cost alternative to automatic
crimping, stripping, and cutting machines.
The CT4 Coastelmatic can be set up to work
crimpers, strippers and cutters. The patent
pending tool holder in the applicator
securely holds all tools in place, allowing
the operator to use his hands freely. This
new and improved cylinder delivers 10%
more power through dual activation for
tough jobs. Each unit is pre-assembled, test-
ed and ready for use.

Call NOCall NOW fW for details!or details!

YYou Expect ou Expect 
MorMore Fre From om 
CoastelCoastel

Made in the
U.S.A.
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Alpha Wire Announces 
New Master Catalog on the 
Complete Alpha Wire Product Line

Alpha Wire is proud to announce the
release of its new Master Catalog contain-
ing the full Alpha product portfolio. The
new Master Catalog features all Alpha Wire
products, including Xtra-Guard® Perfor-
mance Cable, Manhattan™ Electrical
Cable, Alpha Wire Industrial Series Cable,
Hook-up wire, Dearborn® Marine Cable,
and FIT® Shrink Tubing & Wire Management
products.

“With this release, finding all the Alpha
Wire products you need will be easier and
faster than ever,” says Mike Dugar, Director
of Marketing for Alpha Wire. “Plus, our
Technical Information section is improved
to provide valuable resources for engi-
neers and sales people from all indus-
tries.”

The Master Catalog includes unique
Cable Finder Guides that enable users to
search for a product based on its physical
and performance characteristics, as well
as by industrial ratings, application, or
competitive product cross-reference.
Each applicable product page also con-
tains FIT® Tubing Recommendations for
applications requiring wire management
products.

To view, download, or order the Alpha
Wire Master Catalog, visit www.alphawire-
com or use this direct link: www.alpha
wire.com/OnlineTools/MasterCatalog.aspx

Eraser Offers Model WC601A 
Automatic Wire and 
Flexible Tubing Cutter

Eraser’s Model WC601A Automatic
Wire & Flexible Tubing Cutter the ultimate
in bench top, automated processing. The
unit easily and accurately cuts wire, tub-
ings, sleevings and more to the pro-
grammed length and number of pieces.
Nine variable feed rates allow the opera-
tor the flexibility to choose the correct rate
for a given material to optimize produc-
tion rate, repeatability and accuracy of the
cut length. The unit utilizes an adjustable
self-centering dual driven belt feed, cou-
pled with an air-activated cut-off blade. 

Programming of the unit is simple. A
batching feature allows all variables for
frequently run jobs to be pre-pro-
grammed. Up to 99 batches may be pro-
grammed. A kitting feature allows for mul-
tiple pieces of different lengths to be cut
within a batch. Up to 10 kits can be pro-
grammed.

Specifications include:

• Maximum Cut Length: 99,999"
(99,999cm) 

• Minimum Cut Length: 0.01" (0.2mm) 

• Maximum Material Size: 3/8" OD
(9.5mmø) 

• Maximum Solid Copper Content
(wire) Stranded: 10AWG (2.59mmø)

• Solid: 12AWG (2.06mmø) 

• Tolerances: 

-  At cut lengths of under 2” (51mm) on
most materials, the tolerance is
±0.01”(.25mm). 

- All other cut length tolerances are 1%

or better dependent on material and feed. 

- Programmable length compensation
of ±99% is built into the unit to accommo-
date unusual materials. 

• Batching: Up to 99 programmable
batches 

• Kitting: Up to 10 programmable kits 

• Counter: 0-999,999 

• Power: 110V 60Hz and up to 90 P.S.I.
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STORMTRONICSSEMI-AUTOMATIC WIRE TWISTING SYSTEMS

MINI-TWISTER II
• Automatic Programmable Counter

• Air Pressure Gauge & Regulator
• Variable Speed & Reversible

• Automatic Batch Counter
• Foot Switch Activated
• Repeatable Accuracy
• Rugged Construction
• Automatic Resetting

• Low Maintenance
• Simple Operation
• Custom Adapters

NOW… 
a low cost, highly reliable 
wire twisting system designed 
and built to meet your specific needs.

THE MELLO COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 29301 • Dallas, TX 75229

PH: 214-350-7377 FX: 214-350-0521
www.themellocompany.com 
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air supply 

• Size: 14" x 13" x 8-3/4" (356mm x
330mm x 222mm) 

• Weight: 24lbs. (10.9Kg) 

The Eraser Company, Inc., celebrating
its 99th anniversary in business, manufac-
tures a wide range of industrial products
including wire, cable and tubing cutters,
wire and cable strippers, wire twisters,
wire brush wheels, dereelers, infrared
heating equipment, measuring tools, and
fybRglass® erasers. The company is ISO
9001:2000 certified. The company offers
Free E.S.P. (Eraser Sample Program). Send
a 10-20 foot sample of your material and

Eraser will recommend the best solution
for your processing needs from its line of
more than 200 products. For unique pro-
cessing needs, Eraser will custom design a
solution for you. For more information on
Eraser's entire product line visit
www.eraser.com or call 315-454-3237.

New Infinitwist Cables from Tyco
Electronics Offer a High-Speed Solu-
tion for Parallel-Pair Cable Designs

Tyco Electronics launches a new family
of Madison Cable brand InfiniTwist cables
designed to outperform parallel-pair
cable products currently available in the
market in bend radius, flexibility and over-
all mechanical reliability. 

Utilizing a twisted shielded-pair
design, InfiniTwist cables improve cable
management in high-density systems
through a tighter bend radius that is less
than 2.5X cable diameter -- tested in
accordance to SFF 8417 Multi Conductor

Cable Flex Cycle Test Procedure. The
cables exhibit virtually no pistoning of
conductors or pairs -- reducing common-
ly-known parallel-pair design termination
issues. The twisted-pair feature increases
flexibility and mechanical reliability over
parallel pair, decreases time delay skew
and improves mode conversion.

Available in constructions of 1 through
36 pairs and above, InfiniTwist cables uti-
lize conductor sizes of 24 AWG through
32 AWG to meet the demands of multiple

interconnect lengths. The cables can be
manufactured in both 85 and 100 Ohm
impedance and support transmission
speeds up to 16 GHz and beyond.

The high-speed cables are well-suited
for InfiniBand standard (SDR, DDR, QDR,
and FDR - 1X, 4X,12X); 10G/40G/100G Eth-
ernet standard (1X, 4X, 10X); SAS 6; and
12 Gb/s, SFP+, QSFP+, CXP, CR4, CR10, 16
Gb/s Fibre Channel standard applications
-- and other custom applications as spec-
ified by customer requests.

For more information on new Madison
Cable brand InfiniTwist cables contact
Tyco Electronics at 877-623-4766 or 
(1) 508-752-2884, or visit www.tycoelec-
tronics.com/help.

Thomas & Betts Introduces Its New
Color-Keyed® HEX-FLEX™ Crimp

The new Color-Keyed® HEX-FLEX™
crimping dies from Thomas & Betts pro-
vide an inspectable, high-performance

crimp on flex-conductor
cables. The dies create a
unique hex-style crimp on
the top of the connector,
and an indent crimp in the
bottom for superior pull-out
resistance. 

Designed for use with
virtually all types of flexible
conductors, the new HEX-
FLEX dies are color-coded
for easy matching with
Color-Keyed lugs and
splices to help eliminate
costly errors. It creates a UL
Listed, CSA Certified con-
nection when used on
Color-Keyed compression
connectors.  

The dies are made from
high-carbon tool steel with
black oxide plating for
added durability, corrosion
resistance and long service
life.  They will fit most exist-
ing 6- and 14-ton T&B com-
pression tools, as well as
15-ton tools with a 15500-
TB adapter (no additional
tools required).

“The increasing populari-
ty of flex cable has created
many challenges for
installers,” said Matt Willard,
Thomas & Betts product
manager. “By combining the
hex-style and the indent
style crimps together, you
get the best of both worlds,
the ability to easily inspect
crimp connections and the
pullout strength required in
the most demanding envi-
ronments.”

For more information visit
www.tnb.com, or contact
your Thomas & Betts sales
representative by calling
(800) 816-7809. 
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Continued from page 43 _____________

NEWS PLUGS NEWS PLUGS continued

Tyco Electronics InfiniTwist Cables

Color-Keyed® HEX-
FLEX™ Crimping Die
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Don’t miss the 2011 WHMA Conference, March 2-4, 2001 - San Diego, CA
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Let us put a 
smile on your face!

Advertise in Wiring Harness News
Our advertisers smile when they see the results they get from 

advertising in Wiring Harness News

Contact Kathy at
kfreund2000@yahoo.com

Phone 815-337-7885
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AMERTRON INC.
7800 Technology Dr,West Melbourne, FL 32904

PH: 321-723-7308, Fx: 321-951-0965
E-mail: sales@amertron.com

Web: www.amertron.com
Amertron, established in 1974, is a minority owned small
business. We specialize in the small run production of high
reliability electronic products. Our capabilities include the
design, manufacturing, and test of electronic subassemblies,
chassis, and cables. We take pride in providing quality 
products on time and within budget with superior customer
service.

ASI, Inc.
1216 CAPITOL DRIVE

Unit B
ADDISON, IL 60101

PH: 847-812-7484, Fx: 630-628-5019
E-mail: raysilva@comcast.net

Affordable Subassembly, Inc. supplies high quality wire,
cable and mechanical assemblies to a wide customer base in
the electrical/electronics industry, which notably includes the
electronic sign industry. ASI also has the capabilities to per-
form specialty services such as contract manufacturing and
metal stamping prototype services. We are proud to be serv-
ing a wide range of customers which includes the gaming,
automotive and cell phone industries. Call, fax or e-mail us
for inquires as to how we can help with all your assembly,
cabling and prototype needs. No job is too big or too small!

ASSEM-tech Inc.
1600 Kooiman St. Grand Haven, MI 49417

Ph: 616-846-3410, Fx 616-846-9779 
E-mail: mbwilson@assem-tech.com

Web: www.assem-tech.com
ASSEM-tech Inc., has been supplying high quality solutions
to our customers since 1985. We supply a wide variety of
assemblies to a number of different markets including: Aero-
space, Appliance, Automotive, Recrea-tional Vehicles as well
as commercial and industrial applications. Our primary focus
is on wiring harnesses, box/panel builds and electrical sub-
assemblies. Please contact us for a quote on your next project.

AVIONICS & SYSTEMS 
INTEGRATION GROUP LLC (ASIG)

10 Collins Industrial Place, Suite 3B
Maumelle, AR 72113

Federal Contract Agency CAGE Code: 4BYP5
Service Disabled Veteran Owned (SDVO)

Ph: 866-890-2744
E-mail: info@asigllc.com

Web: www.asigllc.com
ASIG performs integration engineering, certification & pro-
gram management, installation kit fabrication and assembly
of structural components, wire and cable harness assemblies
and the installation of Communications, Navigation, Situa-
tional Awareness and Air Traffic Management equipment for
aircraft & other air vehicles. Additionally ASIG performs
research and development of emerging technologies in sup-
port of aircraft operations, maintenance, modification and
repair for civil, commercial, government and foreign flight
departments.

BOBO ENGINEERING, INC.
248 N. Main Street

Arab, AL 35016
Ph: 256-586-8333, Fx 256-586-1544 

E-mail: Robert@Boboenginnering.com
Web: www.Boboenginnering.com

Bobo Engineering was ounded in 1977. Our goal is to provide
customers with “defect-free” products at a competitive price
in a timely manner. The result is a company with over 30
years of experience in the wiring harness/cable assembly
business. Bobo Engineering is Woman-Owned, Small Busi-
ness and Hubzone Certified.

CABLEMASTER CORPORATION
W134 N5272 Campbell Drive
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

Ph: 262-783-3000, Fx 262-783-3015 
Web: www.cablemaster.net

Your Link to China Sourcing
CableMaster is a Distributor of specialty wire and cable. We
also manufacture cord-sets, harnesses, and assemblies with
our partners in China. CableMaster supplies quality products
at a competitive price, with Just-In-Time delivery from our
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin Facility. Our relationships and
expertise allows CableMaster to be your local China sourcing
liaison.

CESAR-SCOTT, INC.
4731 Ripley Dr, Suite B, El Paso, TX 79922

Ph: 915-543-3212, Fx 915-543-3213 
E-mail: csmail@cesar-scott.com

Web: www.cesar-scott.com
Cesar-Scott, Inc. is a sales and marketing company. It was
founded in 1988. The company is divided into three business
units; manufacturing, distribution and representation. Cesar-
Scott manufactures wire harnesses and cable assemblies for
the appliance and automotive industries. Cesar-Scott sells and
distributes electronic components, wire, and heat shrink tub-
ing. We are a minority enterprise and members of the Greater
El Paso Chamber of Commerce.

CONNTEK 
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS, INC.

2122 E. Birchwood Ave, Cudahy, WI 53110
PH:1-877-CORDS88, Fx: 414-482-0220

E-mail: sales@conntek.com
Web: www.conntek.com

Conntek ISI offers a wide range of power cords, wiring
devices from a single cord to complete wire harness/electro-
mechanical assemblies with competitive offshore pricings
while local Services—Supply chain service available.

CONTROL CABLE, INC.
7261 Ambassador Rd, Baltimore, MD 21244

PH: 800-296-4411 or 410-298-4411
Fx: 410-265-1646

E-mail: sales@controlcable.com
Web: www.controlcable.com

Control Cable is a small, veteran owned business with over 30
years experience in wire harnesses, cable assemblies and
structured wiring systems. Capabilities include custom inte-
gration of assemblies into customer’s products. We provide
solutions, reliability and cost effective innovations to OEMs,
LAN/WAN users and the premise wiring markets.

DELTA GROUP ELECTRONICS, INC.
395 Gus Hipp Blvd. Rockledge, FL 32955

PH:321-631-0799 Fx: 321-633-5262
E-mail: floridasales@deltagroupinc.com

Web: www.deltagroupinc.com
Delta Group Electronics, Inc. is a full service, ISO 9001:2000
certified electronics manufacturing services company offering
cost effective, high quality, build-to-print manufacturing from
prototype to volume production. Our wide range of services
includes cable and harness assembly, box build, circuit card
assembly, materials management, functional test, purchas-
ing,J-I-T delivery, testing and repair, and system integration.

DIVERSIFIED COMPANIES, INC.
8260 Arthur Street N.E. Suite C

Minneapolis, MN. 55432
PH: 763-784-9600, Fx 763-784-9595

E-mail: lisam@diversified-companies.com
Your Contract Manufacturing Source. Capabilities include
Wire Harness assembly, Multiconductor cable assembly, Flat
flex assembly, IDC flat ribbon cable assembly, Cord set cable
assembly, Wire processing 4-30 AWG, Fan and power supply
modifications, Wire-to-wire splicing, PC board assembly,
Custom contract manufacturing, CAD drawings, Complete
cabinet assembly and Design. Hookup with Excellence!!!

EGH COMPONENTS INC.
6210 Castor Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19149

PH: 215-288-2774, Fx: 215-288-6631
Web: www.eghcomponents.com

Founded in 1999 Egh Components Inc. is a full service man-
ufacturer of wire harness and cable assemblies. Our capabili-
ties are automated wire processing, terminal application, wire
stamping, ultrasonic welding, injection molding, and various
other small assemblies and tooling. We offer many valued
services including engineering assistance on site, courteous
customer service, competitive prices and quality craftsman-
ship.

ELECTREX INC.
6 North Walnut, Hutchinson, KS 67501
PH: 1-800-319-3676, Fx: 620-669-3740

E-mail: rhood@electrexinc.com
Web: www.electrexinc.com

Founded in 1977, Electrex is dedicated to providing value
added electrical components and engineering services to cus-
tomers desiring integrity, innovation and excellence in a part-
nership relationship. Some of our services include: Wire
Stamping, Ultrasonic Welding, Braiding, Electrical Testing,
Engineering, Wiring Harnesses (Simple & Complex), Battery
Cables and Panels.

EVERGREEN SALES
1010 W University Ave, Suite 211

St. Paul, MN 55104
PH: 651-222-2558

E-mail: jennifer@evergreensales.com
Web: www.evergreensales.com

Evergreen Sales is a manufacturer specializing in wire pro-
cessing and insert molding of wire and cable assemblies. We
automatically cut, strip, solder, tin, terminate, connectors, etc.
Our facility is cost effective and GMP (medical) compliant.
Our goal is quality assemblies shipped on time.

HARRIS ASSEMBLY GROUP
187 Industrial Park Drive

Binghamton, NY 13904
PH: 607-772-1201, Fx: 607-772-1012
E-mail: cfaciszewski@harrisasm.com

Web: www.harrisasm.com
Harris Assembly Group is a contract manufacture that builds
to customer prints, Cable/Wire Harness, Electro-Mechanical,
Mechanical, and sub assemblies. We are a full turn key sup-
plier certified to ISO 9001:2008 and UL recognized. Our mar-
ket areas include commercial, industrial, automotive and mil-
itary. Our buying power allows us to pass on great savings,
when purchasing material for programs. We have been serv-
ing the OEM electronics industry for over 29 successful
years.

HIGH TECH CONNECTIONS
PO Box 910, Pickerington, OH 43147-0910

PH: 614-920-0852, Fx: 614-920-0857
E-mail: sales@hightechcords.com

Web: www.hightechcords.com
High Tech Connections supplies a myriad of precision quali-
ty, standard and custom-manufactured interconnect designs
for the electronic and electrical OEM marketplace. AC/DC
power cords, electronic and power retractile (coiled) cords,
molded cable assemblies and custom wire harnesses/compo-
nent sub-assemblies, made to customer specifications. Low
minimums usually apply. Contact us today! 

LAMAR ENTERPRISES INC.
1401 Maple Street

PO Box 61, Lamar, MO 64759
PH: 417-682-3506, Fx: 417-682-3893

E-mail: carnisw@tiadon.com
Lamar Enterprises, Inc., formerly Lamar Sheltered Work-
shop, specializes in completed Wire Bonding Harnesses for
Telephone Communications—REA Approved. We make 6
Gauge covered or non-covered wire with ring on each end.
Any length and custom build. Farm Machinery and Jumper
Wires. We are a sheltered workshop employing the mental
and physically challenged. (In business for over 30 years)

METRO ASSEMBLIES, INC.
500 38th Avenue NE, Minneapolis, MN 55421

PH: 763-788-8395, Fx: 763-789-4400
E-mail: jzappa@metroassemblies.com

Web: www.metroassemblies.com
Since 1971 Metro Assemblies has specialized in high to medi-
um volume insert molded wire assemblies. We provide every-
thing from quick turns in our prototype shop and product
design services through to high volume high quantity custom
molded connectors. We provide EKG, ECG & TENS wires
for Medical diagnostics as well as hook-up & assembly leads
for appliances, custom audio lead sets and molded assemblies
for the automotive industry. Our state-of-the-industry equip-
ment assures high quality and competitive pricing.

MICRO ACCESSORIES, INC.
6086 Stewart Ave., Fremont, CA 94538

PH: 510-226-6310, Fx: 510-226-6316
E-mail: sales@micro-a.com

Web: www.micro-a.com
Micro Accessories Inc. is celebrating 20 years of manufactur-
ing cable assemblies for the computer, medical, defense and
entertainment industries. We specialize in quick turnarounds
and in manufacturing to customer specifications. Micro
Accessories Inc. manufactures high quality, durable and com-
petitively priced cables and wire harnesses. We have local and
offshore pricing. We also serve OEM manufacturers in a vari-
ety of industries complying with ISO. Micro Accessories Inc.
is USA-owned and our customer service staff is courteous and
friendly. 

NORTHERN INDUSTRIAL SERVICES INC.
1843 Central Avenue, Albany, NY 12205

PH: 800-350-3506, Fx: 518-456-0274
E-mail: sales@northernindustrial.com

Web: www.northernindustrial.com
Northern Industrial Services, Inc. is a full service contract
manufacturer specializing in custom manufactured  cables
and harness assemblies in prototype thru production quanti-
ties. Entering our 50th year of service, NIS is a veteran owned
small business that manufacturers and tests all assemblies to
clients specifications ensuring quallity parts, on time at the
best total value.

POSITRONIC INDUSTRIES
423 N. Campbell Avenue

PO Box 8247, Springfield, MO 65801
Technical Sales 800-641-4054

PH: 417-866-2232 
Fx: 417-866-4115

E-mail: info@connectpositronic.com
Web: www.connectpositronic.com

Positronic is a manufacturer of high reliability power, D-sub-
miniature, circular and rectangular connectors. Positronic has
manufacturing locations in North America, Asia, and Europe.
As a value-added service, Positronic offers our cable assem-
bly capabilities to connector customers.

PRODAM INC.
3417 1st Street

St. Hubert, Quebec J3Y8Y6
PH: 866-860-2830 or 450-443-2830

Fx: 450-443-8120
E-mail: info@prodam.ca

Web: www.prodam.ca
Prodam is a recognized leader in the wire harness manufac-
turing industry, in Quebec and throughout Canada. As an
OEM, for 15+ years of a large variety of wire harnesses for
various Home Appliance Manufacturers, Specialized Auto-
motive Equip-ment manufacturers and general Industrial
Manu-facturers, Prodam has manufactured high quality, pre-
cision-made, durable and competitively priced wire harnesses
for clients ran sging from stoves to furnaces, lighting equip-
ment and HVAC manufacturers to small industrial appliances,
from sport equipment to saunas and hot-tubs.For top quality,
precision harnesses, delivered on time all the time.

RPC MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS LLC
460 E 76th Avenue, Building 4 - Suite A

Denver, CO 80229
PH: 303-417-1500, Fx: 303-413-8742

E-mail: larry@rpcmfg.com
Web: www.rpcmfg.com

RPC Manufacturing Solutions in Denver, CO. is contract
manufacturer specializing in box-builds, panel assembly, wire
harnesses, custom cables, component modifications, power
cords and electro-mechanical assembly services.RPC serves
OEM manufacturers in a variety of industries including:
Aerospace, Medical Equipment, Gaming, Telecom, High-
Tech, Automotive, Agricultural Equipment, Measurement
Instruments, Control Devices and Electrical Equipment Man-
ufacturers of all types. RPC complies with standards for
IPC/WHMA A-620, ISO & FDA in addition to being UL reg-
istered and qualified for NASA ground support projects. 

SQUIRES ELECTRONICS, INC.
503 N 13th Avenue, Cornelius, OR 97113

PH: 503-357-7132, Fx: 503-357-7133
Email: sales@squires.com

Web: www.squires.com
Squires—the world’s leader in manufacturing pre-formed
jumper wires for PCBs and a major supplier of cut and stripped
hook-up wires of all sizes. Short wire, long wire, small gauge,
tinned, terminated, twisted, we can handle it! Please e-mail or
call us for a “Quick Quote”. Custom labeling available.

TIM-CO/CAL-RF
Division of JIM-CO Enterprises, Inc.

7001 Eton Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91303
PH: 818-922-5040, Fx: 818-340-6159

Email: sales@tim-co.com
Web: www.tim-co.com

TIM-CO/CAL-F has served the Aerospace, Defense, Comput-
er, Telecommunications and Industrial industries since 1960
with on-time delivery. We are ISO 9001:2000 compliant. TIM-
CO is an authorized value-added distributor of electronic and
electrical connectors (commercial and military), passive and
electro mechanical components. CAL-RF manufacturer’s and

designs quality coaxial cable assemblies with quick turn-
around.

TENNESSEE WIRE 
TECHNOLOGIES, LLC

1350 Hwy. 149 East
Cumberland City, TN 37050

PH: 931-827-4000, Fx: 931-827-2270
Email:customer.service@tennesseewire.com

Web: wwwtennesseewire.com
Founded in 1998, Tennessee Wire Technologies is a new com-
pany, but with old roots in the Wiring Harness Industry. Our
key employees and department supervisors have more than
150 years experience in the development and manufacture of
wiring assemblies for both appliance and automotive cus-
tomers. We are also well versed in custom panel assemblies.
Our business is built on quality and customer service and we
pride ourselves on keeping our facility and all equipment in
top condition. We offer many value-added services including
on site engineering assistance and 100% continuity testing of
assemblies.

TERMINATION PLUS
201 D-Termination Ave., Geneva, OH 44041

Sales: 1-800-827-2650 
Customer Service: 1-800-983-9951

Fx: 440-466-5108
E-mail: sales@rpcelectronics.com

Web: www.rpcelectronics.com
Termination Plus supplies solutions for all your wiring needs.
We specialize in the manufacturing of cable assemblies, wire
harness and electro-mechanical assemblies, per customer
specifications for the broadcast, medical, industrial, automa-
tion, instrumentation and telecom industries. We are UL rec-
ognized.

THERMTROL MGI GLOBAL LLC
1175 Alexander Court

Cary, IL  60013
PH: 847-516-8080  FX: 847-516-0747

E-mail: sales@thermtrol.com
Web: www.thermtrol.com

Thermtrol MGI Global LLC is a TS16949 Certified manufac-
turer of custom wire harness & cable assemblies with notable
competencies in insert/over molding. The company is current-
ly serving that automotive, agricultural equipment and appli-
ance industries among others. For high volume/high labor
content manufacturing, the company features the services of
its six-year old wholly owned sister company, Thermtrol
(VSIP) Co. of HCMC, Vietnam. Thermtrol is genuinely inter-
ested to explore strategic opportunities with industry partners.  

T.M. MORRIS MFG. CO., INC.
830 South State Road 25

Logansport, IN 46947
PH: 800-451-9557, Fx: 574-722-5723
E-mail: tmminfo@tmmorrismfg.com

Web: www.tmmorris.com
T.M. Morris, established in 1965, designs and produces cus-
tom harnesses and cable assemblies. Supplying the automo-
tive, appliance, medical and electronics industries. We
employ state of the industry techniques to assure that the har-
ness or assembly will be proven to be flawless in both quali-
ty and durability. We are registered to the ISO/TS 16949 stan-
dard.

UNLIMITED SERVICES
170 Evergreen Rd, Oconto, WI 54153
PH: 920-834-4418, FX 920-834-4828

Unlimited serves 12 Volt mobile applications for wiring har-
nesses and control panels focusing on the Heavy Truck, Off-
Road, and Agricultural equipment industries. With the addi-
tion of Trans World Connections, Unlimited can serve indus-
trial customers with a broad variety of custom cable assem-
blies using its extensive insert molding capabilities. Its Mexi-
can plant offers large volume products at competitive prices.

USA HARNESS, INC
1201 E Coke Rd, Winnsboro, TX 75494

PH: 903-342-3767, Fx: 903-342-3772
Web: www.usaharness.com

Providing harnesses and electronic control systems for trans-
portation, construction and specialized industries worldwide
with industry leading service and support. Our three facilities,
combined 99,000 sq. ft. utilize plastic injection molding
machines, automated wire pulling, terminal application press-
es, ultrasonic splicing and digital testing equipment. We fea-
ture the patented USA-Plus system capable of accommodat-
ing 10 circuits.

WEAVER MANUFACTURING INC.
1812 Nelwood Dr.

Columbia, MO 65202
Ph: 573-474-8514, Fx: 573-474-6421

E-mail: jkorte@wmico.com
Web: www.wmico.com

WMI, established in 1983, is a full service contract manufac-
turer with a diverse line of products, including simple to com-
plex custom wire harness and cable assemblies. Our company
is competitive in both the domestic and international markets
due to our low prices, experience in manufacturing, attention
to detail, and dedication to quality. Please visit us on the web
for more information and try our quick and convenient bid-
ding process.

WINSTRONICS
3817 Spinnaker Court, Fremont, CA 94538

PH: 510-226-7588, Fx: 510-226-7588
E-Mail: b3n@winsusa.com

Web: www.winsusa.com
Winstronics has been providing design and manufacture solu-
tion globally to our partner since 1982. Our ISO 9000, ISO
14000, UL and CSA certified facilities specialize in produc-
tion ranging from cable, connector, wireharness assembly,
plastic injection molding, PC Board assembly, sheet metal, to
full box build.

Wiring Harness/Cable Assembly Manufacturer’s Directory
“Keeping You Connected”
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JWB MANUFACTURING LLC
841 W. Fairmont Drive, Suite 103

Tempe, AZ 85282
PH: 877-889-4601 or 480-967-4600 

Fx: 480-967-4466
Email: sales@jwbmanufacturing.com
Web: www.jwbmanufacturing.com

JWB Manufacturing LLC is a full line man-
ufacture of aftermarket wire cutting and
stripping blades, and is a small family
owned business. The “Worlds Finest Strip-
pers” try harder to earn your business.

COMPOSITE & WIRE 
MACHINERY INC.

490 Old Baptist Road
North Kingstown, RI 02852

PH: 401-884-4760
Fx: 401-885-2499

E-mail: jack@compositewire.com
Web: www.compositewire.com

For 20 years, Jack Dennehy and Composite
& Wire Machinery have provided new
design and completely rebuilt braiding
machines for many industries while keep-
ing delivery times to a minimum. Expert
technical assistance is an integral part of
our line of braiders.

DANIELS MANUFACTURING CORP.
526 Thorpe Rd.

Orlando, FL 32824
PH: (407) 855-6161
FX: (407) 855-6884

Email: www.DMCTools.com
Web: DMC@DMCTools.com

With over fifty years of industry experi-
ence, Daniels Manufacturing Corporation
(DMC) is the leading manufacturer of Mil-
Qualified Crimp Termination Tools, Wiring
System Maintenance Tool Kits, and Inser-
tion/Removal Tools. DMC also supplies
Backshell Assembly Tools, ALPHATRON
Wire Crimp Pull Testers, and SAFE-T-
CABLE, the time saving substitute for safe-
ty Lockwire.

ECC
5905 Green Pointe Drive, Suite G

Groveport, OH 43125
PH: 614-409-9104, Fx: 614-409-9115

E-mail: sales@ecco.com
Web: www.ecco.com

ECC provides continuity test fixtures for
any connector and can incorporate features
such as: locking mechanisms, marking abil-
ity, lock and clip verification, terminal seat-
ing verification, pressure testing for seals or
cavity plugs, color sensing. ECC builds cus-
tom wire harness build/test boards for
manufacturers that are looking for a turn-
key product. ECC also makes specialized

fixtures for performing functional tests,
especially where ease of connection is
essential. Additionally, an array of wire
harness assembly aids such as standoffs,
cable bundlers, and other wire routing
products are also offered.

THE ERASER COMPANY, INC.
123 Oliva Drive, PO Box 4961

Syracuse, NY 13221
PH: 315-454-3237 or 800-724-0594

Fx: 315-454-3090
E-mail: info@eraser.com
Web: www.eraser.com

The Eraser Company, Inc., celebrating its
99th anniversary in business, manufactures
a wide range of industrial products includ-
ing wire, cable and tubing cutters, wire and
cable strippers, wire twisters, wire brush
wheels, dereelers, infrared heating equip-
ment, measuring tools, and fybRglass®

erasers. Custom design services. Free sam-
ple program. ISO 9001:2000 certified.

PLASTIC EXTRUDED PARTS, INC.
WIRE & CABLE MARKERS
5229 NY Rt. 203, PO Box 540

Nassau, NY 12123-0540.
PH: 518-766-9878
FX: 518-766-3229

Email: sales@pepico.com
Web: www.pepico.com

Markers (RoHS) for the permanent identifi-

cation of wire, cable, tubing and bundles
are manufactured in and distributed from
our facility in upstate NY. Plastic markers
with heat embossed codes are available in
many colors, multiple or single character
letters, numbers, electrical symbols and
icons. Also computer cable bands and clips
(Cat 5 etc.).

SONOBOND ULTRASONICS, INC.
1191 McDermott Drive
West Chester, PA 19380

PH: 610-696-4710, Fx: 610-692-0674
E-mail: Sales@SonobondUltrasonics.com

Web: www.SonobondUltrasonics.com
Sonobond Ultrasonics pioneered the devel-
opment and application of ultrasonic tech-
nology, acquiring the first patent in ultra-
sonic metal welding in 1960. Its high-per-
formance metal welders produce accurate
energy-efficient welds without consum-
ables and can weld tinned wire. They are
ideal for wire harnesses used in cars, air-
craft, appliances, and consumer electronics.

Wiring Harness Supplier Directory
“Keeping You Connected”

SHORTEST 

POSSIBLE DELIVERY!!!

BRAIDERS – NEW & REBUILT
Specializing in New England Butt:

• #2 Harness Braiders
• CB1 Cable Braiders
• Specialty Application Braiders

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEMASK ABOUT OUR NEW DESIGN DRIVE SYSTEM

Contact: Jack Dennehy

COMPOSITE & WIRE
MACHINERY, INC.

490 Old Baptist Road, 
North Kingstown, RI 02852

Phone: (401) 884-4760 • FAX: (401) 885-2499
Visit: www.compositewire.com 
Email: compositewire@aol.com

We Purchase 

Good Used 

Braiders

STORMTRONICSSEMI-AUTOMATIC WIRE TWISTING SYSTEMS

MINI-TWISTER II
• Automatic Programmable Counter

• Air Pressure Gauge & Regulator
• Variable Speed & Reversible

• Automatic Batch Counter
• Foot Switch Activated
• Repeatable Accuracy
• Rugged Construction
• Automatic Resetting

• Low Maintenance
• Simple Operation
• Custom Adapters

NOW… 
a low cost, highly reliable 
wire twisting system designed 
and built to meet your specific needs.

THE MELLO COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 29301 • Dallas, TX 75229

PH: 214-350-7377 FX: 214-350-0521
www.themellocompany.com 
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CLASSIFIEDS
SEEKING ACQUISITIONS
We are a Wire and Harness Manufacturer seeking acquisitions and 

business integration of harness and cable companies with:
• Revenues from $2M to $50M.
• Well Established Customer Base and Markets
• Proven Track Record of Profitability
• Strong Management Teams that will stay in place

Please respond in strictest confidence to:

Julie Hayes
KRA International, LLC

1810 Clover Road • Mishawaka , IN   46545 
Julie.Hayes@krainternational.com

Listinventory.com
Search for a Part Number 

Free Part Searches!
Free Inventory Listing!
Free message boards!

5 million parts listed so far in our system.
ListInventory.com is completely FREE.

Search for Parts A – Z to find what you need.
Whether you’re buying or selling equipment or connectors 

listinventory.com is for you!
List your inventory from one item to a million items all for free.

List all your inventory and help boost sales 
www.listinventory.com

SEARCH000-AAA-000 

Selling Your

GAMMA 311’s
Please call Randy at

503/357-7132
or Randy@squires.com

SALES REPRESENTSALES REPRESENTAATIVE ATIVE AVVAILABLE AILABLE 
FOR WIRE HARNESS / CABLE ASSEMBLFOR WIRE HARNESS / CABLE ASSEMBLYY

Well established, strong industry knowledge and proven experienced pro-
fessional Sales / Marketing Representative in the electrical wire harness, elec-
tronic cable assembly and  value added product applications is seeking a long
term business relationship with your origination that is challenged with future
product sales growth for  business development in new marketplaces.  Please
submit your company’s interest of requirements, whereby we can mutually
explore and strategies these great business opportunities confidentially.

Wiring Harness News
PO Box 527 • Richmond, IL 60071

Attn: DL13263

TIME TO 
CLEAN IT UP!
Place a classified ad in Wiring Harness News 
and sell your excess inventory 
or used quipment

Contact Marilyn at 877-315-8333 or 
e-mail marilynmagowan@yahoo.com 
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TOOLS FOR SALE
Item # Item Description Price_______________________________________________________________________________

604 Hand hydraulic with rotating swivel head nest for wire ranges 
6-4/0 AWG $1,103_______________________________________________________________________________

605 HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP $119_______________________________________________________________________________
608 Hand Hydraulic crimp tool for wire ranges 8AWG-300MCM, 

dies sold separately $2,109_______________________________________________________________________________
609 Hydraulic Crimping Head for 1/0 AWG - 600 MCM, dies sold separately $1,470_______________________________________________________________________________
610 Hydraulic Crimping Head for 8 - 2 AWG, dies sold separately $1,417_______________________________________________________________________________

Pneumatic Tools_______________________________________________________________________________
Pneumatic Crimp Tool for wire ranges 26-10 AWG, 

YA1 dies sold separately $203_______________________________________________________________________________
Dies for YA1_______________________________________________________________________________
AD100 for non insulated 26-22 AWG $271_______________________________________________________________________________
AD101 for non insulated 22-10 AWG $180_______________________________________________________________________________
AD200 for straight insulated 26-22 AWG $388_______________________________________________________________________________
AD200F for flared insulated 26-222 AWG $443_______________________________________________________________________________
AD201 for straight insulated 22-16 AWG $300_______________________________________________________________________________
AD201F for flared insulated 22-16 AWG $300_______________________________________________________________________________
AD202F for flared insulated 26-14 AWG $290_______________________________________________________________________________
AD301 for closed end connectors 22-16 AWG $115_______________________________________________________________________________
AD302 for closed end connectors 16-14 AWG $187_______________________________________________________________________________
AD303 for closed end connectors 12-10 AWG $169_______________________________________________________________________________
AD304 for closed end connectors 8 AWG $319_______________________________________________________________________________

YA2 Pneumatic Crimp Tool for wire ranges 26-10 AWG. dies sold separately $522_______________________________________________________________________________
Dies for YA2_______________________________________________________________________________
AD500 for non insulated 26-22 AWG $197_______________________________________________________________________________
AD501 for non insulated 22-16 AWG $221_______________________________________________________________________________
AD600 for insulated 26-22 AWG $203_______________________________________________________________________________
AD602 for insulated 22-16 AWG $221_______________________________________________________________________________
AD801 for closed end 22-16 AWG $210_______________________________________________________________________________
AD802 for closed end 16-14 AWG $216_______________________________________________________________________________
AD803 for closed end 12-10 AWG $240_______________________________________________________________________________

YA4 Pneumatic Crimp Tool for wire ranges 22-6 AWG, dies sold separately $1,044_______________________________________________________________________________
Dies for YA4_______________________________________________________________________________
AD900 for non insulated 22-10 AWG $346_______________________________________________________________________________
AD901 for non insulated 8 AWG $346_______________________________________________________________________________
AD902 for non insulated 6 AWG $346_______________________________________________________________________________
AD911 for insulated 22-16 AWG $433_______________________________________________________________________________
AD911F for insulated disconnects 22-16 AWG $479_______________________________________________________________________________
AD912 for insulated 16-14 AWG $334_______________________________________________________________________________
AD912F for insulated disconnects 16-14 AWG $451_______________________________________________________________________________
AD913 for insulated 12-10 AWG $493_______________________________________________________________________________
AD913F for insulated disconnects 12-10 AWG $632_______________________________________________________________________________
AD032 for closed end connectors 16-14 AWG $391_______________________________________________________________________________
AD933 for closed end connectors 12-10 AWG $391_______________________________________________________________________________
Dies for YA5 Pneumatic Tool_______________________________________________________________________________
AD951 for non insulated 8AWG $440_______________________________________________________________________________
AD953 for non insulated 4 AWG $656_______________________________________________________________________________
AD954 for non insulated 2 AWG $621_______________________________________________________________________________
AD955 for non insulated 1/0 AWG $440_______________________________________________________________________________

Ratchet Crimp Tools_______________________________________________________________________________
YDT1210S for non insulated with support sleeve 12-10 AWG $540_______________________________________________________________________________
YDT1614 for non insulated with support sleeve 16-14 AWG $634_______________________________________________________________________________

YDT2216 for non insulated with support sleeve 22-16 AWG $567_______________________________________________________________________________
YFE106 for ferrules 10-6 AWG $27_______________________________________________________________________________
YFE26 for ferrules 26-10 AWG $29_______________________________________________________________________________
YFE64 for ferrules 8-4 AWG $66_______________________________________________________________________________
YFE2216 for non insulated flag terminals 22-16 AWG $359_______________________________________________________________________________
YHM102 for non insulated terminals 10-2 AWG $30_______________________________________________________________________________
YHM228 for non insulated 22-8 AWG $27_______________________________________________________________________________
YHM61 for non insulated 22-8 AWG $15_______________________________________________________________________________
YHM88 for non insulated 16-6 AWG $18_______________________________________________________________________________
YHT2210 for non insulated 22-10 AWG $133_______________________________________________________________________________
YHT2216P for non insulated locking spades 22-16 AWG $115_______________________________________________________________________________
YHT2622 for non insulated 26-22 AWG $75_______________________________________________________________________________
YHT8S for non insulated 8 AWG $123_______________________________________________________________________________

YNG2214A for insulated flag disconnects 22-14 AWG $39_______________________________________________________________________________
YN12214 for insulated 22-14 AWG $235_______________________________________________________________________________
YNM112 for insulated 22-14 AWG $59_______________________________________________________________________________
YNM126 for insulated 22-10 AWG $23_______________________________________________________________________________
YNM2210 for insulated 22-10 AWG $25_______________________________________________________________________________
YNM2210D for insulated w/support sleeve, 22-10 AWG $25_______________________________________________________________________________
YNM2210S for insulated disconnects w/o support sleeve, 22-10 AWG $27_______________________________________________________________________________
YNT1614 for insulated 16-14 AWG $99_______________________________________________________________________________
YNT2216 for insulated 22-16 AWG $104_______________________________________________________________________________

YNT2216P for insulated locking spades 22-16 AWG $239_______________________________________________________________________________
YOM2210 for non insulated open barrel 22-10 AWG $25_______________________________________________________________________________
YS1210 for closed end connectors 12-10 AWG $67_______________________________________________________________________________
YS2210 for closed end connectors 22-10 AWG $25_______________________________________________________________________________
YS2216 for closed end connectors 22-16 AWG $90_______________________________________________________________________________
YS7 for closed end connectors 22-10 AWG $127_______________________________________________________________________________

Contact Hoffman Products
A TPC Wire and Cable Company

800-645-2014 • 216-525-4320
Fax 866-896-3017

E-mail sales@hoffmanproducts.com
“While Supplies Last”

FORFOR SALESALE
AMP “K” PRESSES $1,99500

(Remanufactured by Factory Trained Field Engineer)

Completely reconditioned—Repainted & Replated Exterior and includes 
work lamp, applicator brackets, terminal fixtures, & heavy duty flywheel cover

Shut height set and ready for production – Six months warranty

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR SALE
AMP APPLICATORS AMP MTA / IDC TOOLS
AMP HAND TOOLS NON AMP APPLICATORS

AMP MACHINE PARTS-CLS’S - T PRESS - S/C & OTHERS

WE WILL REPAIR YOUR APPLICATOR IN OUR SHOP

Check our website for more information and lists
www.cmstechnologyinc.com

CMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
“SPECIALIZING IN AMP MACHINES & PARTS”

Phone: 336-853-7435 • Fax 336-853-1120
jddavis@cmstechnologyinc.com

BRAIDING 
MACHINES

We Build, Buy & Sell Harness Braiders
We also supply braider bobbins wound with material.

Products and Services
• Braids; Wire and Textile • Bobbin Winding
• Harness, Overbraiding, & Shielding • Buss Wire

Visit www.gladdingbraid.com (315) 653-7211
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CLASSIFIEDS

Seeking Acquisitions in 
MEXICO

Wire, Harness and Cord Manufacturer from Asia with manufacturing facili-
ties in Taiwan and China seeking acquisitions and business integration of
harness, cord and cable companies in Mexico

Please respond in confidence to:
Wiring Harness News

PO Box 527
Richmond, IL 60071

Attn: BB#C6010

SALES MANAGEMENT
POSITION WANTED

Over 20 years of sales management, sales, and marketing experience in the
electrical/mechanical products industry. Proven track record in managing inde-
pendent sales teams and establishing OEM relationships. Strong technical
engineering product aptitude and knowledge. Self-motivated, high energy 
professional with excellent leadership, communication and problem-solving
skills. Great relationship builder and customer relations manager in both
domestic and international markets. Adept at integrating corporate goals into
new account strategies to generate revenue and customer satisfaction.

For references and/or resumé contact:
JOSEPH CORDEIRO

26 Lionel Lane, Pembroke, MA 02359
joe.cordeiro3@gmail.com

781.293.9134 (h) 781.733.2541 (c)
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/joe-cordeiro/1/882/833

ALL SIZES, TYPES, OR QUANTITIES.
ANY CONDITION

BRAIDERS WANTED

Call: Tony Ross, Hamilton Products
Voice: 607-674-2030
Fax: 607-674-9367

E-mail: t_ross@iwgbwd.com

OUTSIDE SALES MANAGER
Grow with a leading supplier to the

Aerospace & Defense Industry!
Cobham Antenna Systems - Exeter New Hampshire Facility is part of

the Cobham family of companies and joins over 10,000 employees on five
continents, with customers and partners in more than 100 countries and
annual revenues in excess of $3B, manufactures custom microwave com-
ponents, integrated high performance assemblies and antennas for radar,
electronic warfare and communications systems supporting the Aero-
space and Defense Industries.

We currently seek a hands-on manager for our cable products. Respon-
sibilities include being accountable to lead, manage, direct, develop, and
execute performance for Cable Products Sales.  Meet and/or exceed the
established booking goals and drive business growth while providing the
highest level of customer satisfaction; anticipate changes in the market-
place by consolidating tactical market intelligence, program funding pro-
files and evaluating the competitive landscape to ensure 
proper alignment of the company’s booking plan and technology focus;
maintain relationships with Program Management to ensure timely, accu-
rate and prompt entry of customer purchase order requirements across
the organization.

Requirements:
BA/BS and 10-15 years marketing and or sales experience in the aerospace
& defense industry, 5 years experience in direct sales management expe-
rience in contract review and bids & proposals; prior experience and
knowledge of radio frequency (RF) Microwave/millimeter components
and integrated assemblies and application, preferred.  
Must have leadership, communication, math, computer, time manage-
ment & organizational skills.  Must be a US Citizen and be able to obtain a
government clearance.  

Cobham is a safety-conscious, drug-free, equal opportunity employer.
Continental offers a full benefits package including health, dental, vision,
life, long & short term disability, vacation and personal days, a generous
match on our 401(k) plan and education assistance.  For additional infor-
mation on Cobham, review our website: www.cobham.com

Please forward your resume and salary requirements to 
cmt-hr@cobhamdes.com   

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE!

WIRE HARNESS INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS

www.bluevalleycapital.com

info@blvcapital.com

913 660 8039 

REPS WANTED
AMTI, Division of Maxant, Inc, Niles, Illinois, a manufacturer of 

SLICE & SHRINK precision cutting, marking and shrinking 
equipment for the industry, is looking for energetic 

sales representatives in selected states. 

Please contact Tom Hanlon at (847) 588-2280 or 
e-mail: thanlon@maxant.com

www.amti-products.com

SEEKING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR WIRE HARNESS AND CABLE MANUFACTURERS

We are seeking individuals with proven knowledge and 
experience in the sales of electrical wire harnesses, cable 
assemblies and custom product applications. 

Please submit your resume and qualifications in strictest 
confidence to:

Julie Hayes
KRA International, LLC

1810 Clover Road • Mishawaka , IN 46545     
Julie.Hayes@krainternational.com
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Productronica India Bangalore International Exhibition
September 7-10, 2010 Karnataka, India
Productronica India is the innovative platform for production technologies
which are experiencing strongly increasing demand due to the fact that India
has emerged as an important destination for electronics manufacturing.  The
product spectrum is optimally geared to the market requirements. Together
with electronica India, the entire value-added chain of the electronics industry
is presented.  Visit www.electronica-india.com for more information.

NECA Convention & Trade Show Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino
September 7-10, 2010 Las Vegas, Nevada
The NECA Show is the premier expo for the electrical, power and cabling indus-
try.  At the NECA Show, electrical professionals can view the latest innovations
in tools, system controls, software and vehicles, plus learn about the business
services they rely on.  The NECA Show is the once a year opportunity for large
and small electrical contractors to meet the manufacturers, utilities, inventors,
distributors, consultants and engineers that make their companies work.  See
www.neca.org for more details.

Avionics, Fiber-Optics and
Photonics Conference 2010 Denver Marriott Tech Center
September 21-23, 2010 Denver, Colorado
The aerospace industry has made great strides in recent years deploying fiber
optics and photonics technology on commercial and military platforms. This
trend will continue to grow as avionics fiber optic system architectures, net-
working schemes, and components evolve and mature. In parallel with data
and video transmission, photonics technology for analog/RF, flight control,
free-space communication, and vehicle monitoring applications will have an
increasing role in future aerospace platforms. This application-oriented confer-
ence will provide a common international forum for leaders, researchers, engi-
neers, technicians, logisticians, manufacturers, and instructors to convene and
discuss all aspects of severe environment fiber optic component, systems, reli-
ability, maintainability, producibility and supportability technology, and its
future direction. For information see www.photonicsconferences.org.

Assembly Technology Expo Donald E Stephens Convention Center
September 28-30, 2010 Rosemont (Chicago), Illinois
Stay at the forefront and remain competitive with the latest technical training
for manufacturing professionals. The ATExpo Conference gives you the knowl-
edge you need to make your assembly process work better from design to end-
of-line packaging. Attending Assembly Technology Expo helps you keep pace
with global competition with innovative products and ideas that make your
process faster, better, and less costly. For further information  visit www.atex-
po.com.

Electrical Manufacturing and 
Coil Winding Expo 2010 Gaylord Convention Center
October 18-20, 2010 Dallas, Texas
A technical conference with presentations from Industry Leaders related to the
design and manufacturing technologies of transformers, permanent magnets,
AC/DC motors, electrical coils and components. This new 6 in 1 event will
attract hundreds of professionals from the electrical manufacturing industry.
For further information  visit www.emcw.org.

National Marine Electronics Association Expo Sheraton Seattle
October 29 - November 1, 2010 Seattle, Washington
The NMEA brings to life the products and services of the marine electronics
industry. If your products are used in the marine electronics industry, the
NMEA International Conference and Expo is the ideal opportunity to position
your company as a leader and promote the benefits and solutions you provide.
Register at www.nmea.org.

Mexitronica Expo Guadalajara Centro
October 19-21, 2010 Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico
National Electronics Manufacturing Conference and Expo, Mexitronica, is Mex-
ico's number one source for information on products, suppliers, service
providers, and new technologies for the electronics and precision manufactur-
ing industries.  For details see www.mexitronica.com.

Electronica New Munich Trade Fair Center
October 9 - November 12, 2010 Munich, Germany
With a constantly high number of exhibitors and visitors, electronica 2010
sends out some positive signals to the international electronics industry.  The
trade fair is about to attract around 2800 exhibitors and approximately 73,000
visitors.  See www.electronica.de to register.

Electronics West  Anaheim Convention Center
February 8-10, 2011 Anaheim, California
See all aspects of electronics manufacturing, including components, subassem-
blies, software, contract services, assembly, test and inspection products.  Get
input on your upcoming project from hundreds of experienced companies, all
in one day!  You can develop supplier alliances, technology licensing, partner-
ships and joint ventures to expand your business.  The NEW Innovation Briefs
Theatre features 30-40 minutes sessions on current manufacturing topics.
Delivered by industry experts from the world's leading OEM suppliers, you can
find them right on the show floor, for FREE.  Our schedule of speakers and top-
ics will be finalized in the near future. For further information visit. www.Elec-
tronicsWestShow.com.

Wiring Harness Manufacturer’s Conference (WHMA) Westin San Diego
March 2-4, 2011 San Diego, California
Once a year WHMA sponsors a conference that offers members the opportuni-
ty to participate in committee sessions, attend educational programs and
check out the industry’s latest at the suppliers’ technology exhibits. For further
information visit www.whma.org or call (952) 253-6085.

IPC/APEX Expo 2011 Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino
April 12-14, 2011 Las Vegas, Nevada
The largest show for the electronics interconnect industry.  You will see every-
one from designers and printed circuit board companies to electronics manu-
facturing service companies to OEMs to suppliers.  This even includes a pre-
mier comprehensive technical conference, professional development courses
and networking activities specifically for designers, engineers, manufacturing
personnel, managers and senior officers.  Contact MaryMacKinnon@ipc.org for
details.

National Electrical Wire Processing 
Technology Expo Frontier Airlines Center
April 12-14, 2011 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The National Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo features new prod-
ucts and services for electronic cable assemblies, cord sets, wiring harnesses
and other products within the wire processing industry.  Meet over 100 world-
class suppliers and service companies in the wire and cable processing indus-
try.  Discover the secrets to solve your wire processing problems.  Visit
www.expoproductions.com for exhibitor and attendee information.

If you have an event you would like to have listed here, send it to Marilyn Magowan
marilynmagowan@yahoo.com

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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AMTI American Mfg & Technologies Inc.............9

Anixter .........................................................................28

Applitek Technologies Corp...................................21

Artos Engineering Company................................. 2

Atlas Wire Corporation...........................................34

ATS Application Tooling Solutions......................15

Burndy ...........................................................................4

Cablescan....................................................................25

Calendar of Events ..................................................57

CAMI Research, Inc.............................................6, 29

Cirris Systems Corp..........................................11, 35 

Chief Supply Inc. ......................................................43

Coastel Cable Tools ..................................................44

Collectron, CK Technologies, Inc............................7

Compaero......................................................................8

Composite & Wire Machinery, Inc...............32, 53

Crimping & Stamping Technologies, Inc ..........20

CYG, Division of DLC, Inc.....................................34

Daniels Manufacturing Corp...............................59

Diamond Die and Mold Co..................................26
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Electrical Products Sales Corp .............................38

Electromatic ...............................................................27

Electronic Connector Corp  ............................4, 44

Eraser Company, The ..............................................13

Etco ...............................................................................22

Eubanks .....................................................................41

FTZ Industries ...........................................................24
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Hale Manufacturing ...............................................14
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Sheyenne Dakota, Inc.............................................40

ShinMaywa ................................................................36

Southwire....................................................................46
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Tyco Electronics ................................................39, 49

Waytek, Inc.................................................................23
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Wire Systems ..............................................................23
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www.ferrulesdirect.com .........................................38

Z-Tech Engineering LLC .........................................18

DON’T RUIN YOUR PAPER! COPY THIS FORM AND MAIL OR FAX TODAY.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Dear Kathy: 
Yes, keep me informed on the latest trends in the Wire Processing Industry. Please sign me up
for a one-year subscription to Wiring Harness News for $39.00*. (You may phone in your charge
orders to 888-709-8179.)

*Canada & Mexico=$44.00 (U.S.) All other countries=$54.00 (U.S.).
Foreign subscriptions must use a credit card or U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.

q Check enclosed. q Bill me. (P.O. number, if any____________) 

q Visa q MasterCard q Discover q American Express

Card No. _______________________________ Name On Card _______________________________
Exp. Date ____________________________________________

Name_____________________________________Title________________________________________

Company Name _______________________________________________________________________

Street Address _______________________________ P.O.Box _________________________________

City ________________________________State ______ Zip _________Country __________________

Phone _______________________________ Fax ____________________________________________

Email _________________________________ Internet _______________________________________
Wiring Harness News 

is published bi-monthly.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

MARCH/APRIL
MAY/JUNE

JULY/AUGUST
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

IMPORTANT... Wiring Harness News has a very large
promotional list which we use on a rotating basis. You
may occasionally receive a complimentary copy of this
paper but a subscription will insure that you receive
every information packed issue.

DON’T DELAY... SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Please make your check payable to Wiring Harness News
MAIL YOUR COMPLETED SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO: 

WIRING HARNESS NEWS, P.O. Box 527, Richmond, IL 60071 OR FAX IT TO: (888) 709-8179
We also offer bulk copy subscription rates – call for rate card.

JULY/AUGUST 2010

$3900

My company is involved in the industry as:
(Please check one)

q Wire and/or Fiber Optic Processor, Cable
Assembly or Harness Mfgr.

q Distributor Performing Value-Added Wire
and/or Fiber Optic Processing

q Buyers of Wire and/or Fiber Optic 
Processing Services

q Suppliers to the Wire and/or Fiber Optic
Processor
Supply what? _______________________

q Other (please explain) _______________
__________________________________
__________________________________

q Send advertising rates and circulation
information.

q Send Wiring Harness Manufacturers
Association (WHMA) Information.

Voice of
the

Industry
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